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Abstract 

In the multistage process, part of the decisions are separated from 

the remaining decisions by means of an internal optimality condition. This 

condition is either (1) minimum power form factor or (2) maximum fuel 

burn-up with limited power form factor. The external decisions regarding 

the power form factor at which the reactor i s wanted to be operated, the 

number of the N concentric regions refuelled per cycle, and the enrich

ment of the reload fuel, are assumed given. The model i s a one-dimen

sional, one-group model. The state of the fuel i s described by the quan-

tfty Q = £ (k„- l ) - DB . The regions with lowest Q are refuelled. Fuel 

shuffling i s performed as a synthesis of a "best fit" of the actual Q-dis-

tribution to an ideal Q-distribution, applied as a reference distribution. 

The ideal Q-distribution corresponding to a specific internal optimality 

condition is determined at equilibrium core conditions by simple iterative 

methods. The automated shuffling methods work without support from flux 

calculations. An absorber power shaping routine keeps the power shape 

fixed at the ideal shape. 

This report was written in partial fulfilment of the requirements for ob

taining the Ph. D. (lie. techn.) degree. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Core management optimization concerns the optimization of fuel and 

! absorber management which largely determines the power shape and fuel 

I burn-up of a reactor. Fuel management is defined as the strategy for 

fuelling and refuelling the reactor. It includes decisions about the time of 

refuelling, the number and positions of fuel elements to be discharged, 

rearrangement of the remaining fuel elements and the enrichment of the 

fresh fuel that i s loaded into the reactor. By absorber management we 

mean the operation of control absorbers such as control rods, soluble 

poison, and burnable poison. 

This restr icted definition of core management excludes the third con

stituent. Which is management of the coolant flow. Even though the power 

shape is affected by the thermal and hydraulic relations, there are other 

factors which determine the optimum operation of the coolant. 

There a re strong economic incentives to invest research and develop

ment work in core management optimization. As a rule of thumb the capital 

investment in a large power reactor (~"1000 MWe) is of the order of 1000 

Mkr (MjS 1 30). Generally speaking capital constitutes 50-75%, fuel 15-40% 

and operation about 10% of nuclear energy costs . With improved power 

shape the reactor can be operated at a higher power level without violating 

the performance limits, thus reducing the capital costs per energy unit. 

Improved fuel burn-up will reduce the fuel costs . It is seen that even small 

improvements of power shape or fuel burn-up will resul t in large economic 

savings. 

Formerly fuel management studies were based on one-dimensional cal

culations with fixed refuelling {or shuffling) schemes. In the search for the 

best refuelling scheme a number of different schemes were investigated, 

and the most profitable scheme with respect to power form factor and burn-

up of the discharged fuel was chosen. A scheme which has found wide ap

plication for small to medium-sized power reactors is the three-zone out-

in scheme, in which the fuel is loaded into the outer zone, shuffled inwards, 

and finally discharged from the central zone. For larger reactors this 

scheme gives bad power distributions with small power densities near the 

centre. In large reactors the scat ter loading (often called salt-and-pepper) 

method, in which fuel elements of high and low irradiation are mixed among 

each other in a checkerboard pattern, i s preferred. Very often the core 

is divided into a large central zone and a smaller outer zone. The power 
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shape may be flattened either by using a higher refuelling ra te in the outer 

than in the inner zone or by using fuel of different enrichments in the two 

zones. The mixed scatter loading method is a variant in which the fresh 

fuel is loaded into the outer zone and shuffled to the inner zone in the next 

cycle, where it is mixed with highly irradiated fuel elements in a checker-

• board pattern. 

Nowadays the refuelling schemes a re investigated by means of two- or 

three-dimensional calculations, but one-dimensional calculations are still 

widely used in the search for profitable schemes, which requires a lot of 

fast survey calculations. 

The development of large reactors has called for new methods in the 

optimization of the in-core fuel cycle. The "self-management" method is 

an attempt io solve the combined problem of fuel and absorber management 

optimization in thermal reactors . The work was started by B. Mieheelsen 

with the development of the ONE-P programme (ref. 1 9), which used fixed 

shuffling schemes and a power flattening facility to keep the power flat by 

means of control absorber distribution. Later he started the development 

of a new programme ONE-SS, which included a preliminary version of the 

"irradiation flattening" method described in section 5.1 . 

This work was carried on in the present project with the development 

of the programmes EBU1 and SELMA1. The "self-management" method 

consists briefly in calculating an ideal burn-up distribution by means of 

IBU1 and using the ideal burn-up distribution as a reference distribution in 

the shuffling programme SELMA1. This programme includes a shuffling 

routine which automatically finds the "best fit" of the actual burn-up distr i

bution to the ideal distribution. Further SELMA1 includes a new absorber 

power shaping routine which distributes the control poison during burn-up 

in such a way that a desired power shape is obtained. The ideal burn-up 

distribution satisfies one of the requirements (1) minimum power form fac

tor or (2) maximum burn-up of the discharged fuel with limited power form 

factor. 

In that version the independent variable was the fuel burn-up. Later the 

convergence rate and normalization of the burn-up distribution to criticality 

has been improved by transformation of variables from burn-up to the "net 

production cross section". 
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2. GENERAL ASPECTS IN CORE MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION 

Before describing the "self-management" method, which is the subject 

of this report, we shall review some general aspects of core management. 

First we consider the implications on reactor operation of different reactor 

designs and the problem of performance limits. Then the design of an opti

mum strategy i s outlined in general terms. Finally we look at some previous 

approaches by ether authors to the core management optimization problem. 

2 .1 . Implications of Reactor and Fuel Design 

At the start of a reactor the neutron production of the fuel is greater 
than the loss of neutrons by leakage and absorption in the fuel and modera
tor. The excess reactivity of the core i s compensated by absorber materials. 
As burn-up proceeds, the amount of control absorber in the core is reduced. 
When all the poison has been withdrawn, the reactor gets subcritical, and 
the chain reaction cannot be maintained at a constant power level. Then 
some of the irradiated fuel elements have to be exchanged for new fuel, and 
the power production can proceed for another while. The refuelling process 
has to be repeated at regular intervals, so the life of a reactor can be re
garded as a multi-stage process. 

The main characteristics of this process are already determined at the 
assessment stage, at which it is decided whether refuelling is going to take 
place on-load or off-load, whether to use full-length or axially segmented 
fuel elements and whether to use radial and/or axial shuffling. Further the 
choice of initial core composition and type of control system influences the 
core management strategy. 

Many of these questions, which concern the choice of reactor type, can
not be answered objectively. The answers depend on the importance as 
signed to the partly opposing requirements of minimum power cost, operating 
flexibility, and high availability and safety of the reactor. 

On-load refuelling requires complicated equipment that works reliably 
at high temperature and pressure, whereas the equipment for off-load re
fuelling works at ambient temperature. 

The on-load fuel management operations are performed at reduced 

power during the nights or weekends when the power demands are small. 

The increased costs and red: ced reliability of complicated on-load refuelling 

equipment have to be balanced against the many merits. The capital to be 

invested in fuel and control system is reduced if the reactor i s designed to 
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operate at small reactivities. The almost continuous on-load refuelling is 
very flexible for meeting variations in power need as well as for control of 
the overall power shape. The enrichment which is necessary to attain a 
desired fuel burn-up is smaller than with any batch refuelling. 

In spite of these advantages most reactors in the world are refuelled 
off-load. The fuel is reloaded in batches of an order of magnitude of a third 
or a quarter of the core. The cycle time, which is the time between re-
fuellings, is usually about one year, and the shut-down for refuelling i s 
normally planned to take place in periods when the power consumption is 
small. However, the shut-down during refuelling reduces the availability 
of the reactor. In addition the large excess reactivity introduced with the 
fuel batches and the need for a more efficient control system imply higher 
capital costs. During a cycle the power shape can only be controlled by 
means of absorbers. High batch order reduces the enrichment that is 
necessary to attain a desired fuel burn-up, but has to be balanced against 
additional penalties of down-time. The limiting batch order corresponds 
to that of on-load refuelling. 

Fuel shuffling constitutes a. degree of freedom in reactor operation 
which can be used to get better control of power shape and fuel burn-up by 
appropriate mixing of irradiated and fresh fuel elements among each other. 
However, the more complex the shuffling pattern, the greater the expenses 
because of the need for more efficient shuffling machinery or increased 
down-time. Radial shuffling, which is most commonly used, has the ad
vantage that it only requires full-length elements, which are cheaper than 
part-length elements. Axial shuffling can take place in the way used in the 
CANDU reactor, in which the fuel elements are pushed through the channels 
in opposite directions and at different rates in the different channels. More 
elaborate methods of axial shuffling would involve the discharge of complete 
channels and reloading of the segments in a different order. A rather simple 
possibility is axial inversion of full-length fuel elements. 

Another factor with influence on the reactor and fuel design is the initial 
core composition, which presents a special problem, because it does not 
possess the spread of irradiations met in the equilibrium core. In fact the 
equilibrium core concept is an abstraction, since normal operation of a 
reactor throughout its life is a Utopia, but supposing the operation is normal 
and the same core management operations are repeated in each cycle, the 
state of the core approaches a state of equilibrium, called the equilibrium 
core. Normally the state of the core i s pretty close to the equilibrium core 
already after the burn-up of one or two cores. An initial core composition 

I 
i 
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of fresh fuel at the reload enrichment all over the core i s disadvantageous, 

partly because of its bad power distribution and discharge burn-up, and 

partly because of the investments in large excess reactivity and the equiv

alent amount of control poison. 

The initial core can be improved in different ways. Frequently the 

initial core is composed of fuel elements of different enrichments distributed 

radially in such a way that a flat power distribution over the core i s obtained. 

Of course axially segmented elements have the advantage that the power 

distribution can be flattened both axially and radially by placing fuel of the 

highest enrichment at the outer boundary of the cylinder as well as at the 

top and bottom. Instead of different enrichments we can use fuel containing 

burnable poison to solve the initial core problem, or we can simply start 

the reactor up with some empty fuel channels or channels with dummy ele

ments. 

A special, but rather doubtful (ref. 1) method to solve the problem of 

bad burn-up of the initial core is reinsertion in later cycles of partly ir 

radiated fuel from the first cycle. Another method is that of fuel sharing 

between companion nuclear units that are started at a suitable time interval. 

The implications of the design of the control system have bean mentioned 

in different connections. Its major purpose of reactivity control can be ful

filled with soluble poison, whereas discrete absorbers are necessary for the 

purpose of power shaping. The different types of control systems are sup

posed to be well known. The efficiency of full-length control rods in power 

shaping i s limited, because the rods are inserted from the top or bottom. 

More efficient power shaping would be possible with the use of part-length 

rods, which could be situated in the interior of the core in order to suppress 

local power peaks. 

2.2. Performance Limits 

In the operation of a reactor, care must be taken to ensure that "le per

formance limits are not exceeded. The economic incentive to use the fuel 

and plant efficiently implies the desire to achieve high burn-up of the fuel at 

as high rating as possible without violating metallurgical criteria. These 

relate to such different effects as mechanical, thermal and radiation damage, 

can corrosion, fission product gas pressure, and melting. 

The fuel elements are most seriously exposed to these effects since 

most of the heat generation takes place in the fuel itself. For the sake of 

fuel element integrity the maximum temperature of fuel and cladding i s 
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restr icted, as many of the damaging effects a re functions of temperature. 

In water-cooled reactors melting of cladding will occur at excessive tem

peratures as a consequence of burn-out. The integral effect of can cor ro

sion, which increases with temperature, is the limiting criterion in gas -

cooled reactors . Anyway a limit on the maximum heat flux through the 

cladding surface must be evaluated for design purposes. This is in itself 

a very complicated task, as the maximum heat flux limit, besides being a 

function of the can temperature limit, strictly depends on the power dis t r i 

bution in the hottest channel as well as on the thermal and hydraulic param

eters . 

The maximum heat flux limit cannot be used directly in core manage

ment optimization, which at the present stage is performed by means of 

one- or two-dimensional models. These require the specification of a limit 

on the total power developed in the hottest channel, and this is done by r e 

lating the hot-channel power limit to the heat flux limit by means of the hot-

channel factor concept (ref. 2). This concept, which re l ies on a ser ies of 

approximations, allows for the spatial variation of the power development 

through a channel by the product of an axial power form factor for a "typical" 

power shape and a radial power form factor for the channel. In order to 

keep the maximum heat flux well below the upper limit in any situation, a 

lot of safety factors are introduced to account for deviations from the "typi

cal" power shape. There are factors for deformation of the power shape as 

a consequence of partially inserted control rods and different constructional 

inhomogeneities. Other factors account for short- t ime operational var ia

tions in overall power shape and power Level during burn-up, and still others 

a re introduced because of manufacturing inaccuracy and computational un

certainty of the specific methods of treating the neutron flux and heat t r ans 

fer problems. 

Whether we use the conservative factor-product method or the statistical 

method, the combination of all the different factors constitutes the hot-chan

nel factor. The hot-channel power Limit is the maximum heat flux limit 

multiplied by the total surface area of all the fuel rods of an element and 

divided by the hot-channel factor. If the hot-channel power limit is divided 

by the mass of fuel in the element, we arr ive at a Limit on the average power 

density of the supercell. This hot-channel power density limit is usually 

specified as a performance limit in core management optimization calcula

tions. 

As a consequence of the integral damaging effects of corrosion, radi

ation damage, etc. the increasing brittlenees puts an upper limit on the 
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burn-up of the fuel elements. Besides it is often forbidden to shuffle fuel 

elements of high burn-up because of increasing risk of handling damage, or 

it may be required to restrict highly burnt fuel to regions of low power 

density. 

Two additional constraints of importance to core management optimiza

tion apply to the reactor itself. The reactor lifetime is restricted owing to 

wear-out of the structural materials or obsolescence of the design. The 

total power output of the reactor is limited by a design value, the nominal 

power, in order to match the reactor to the outer units of the plant. 

Questions of safety and warranties of fuel and plant performance are 

closely related to the performance limits. Up till now suppliers have pro

vided extensive warranties including fuel burn-up and operational safety. 

Of course such warranties require approval by the supplier of any change 

in the fuel management scheme that the operator may find preferable at the 

time of refuelling. Obviously the warranties have restrained the develop

ment and use of more elaborate techniques of fuel management. However, 

the situation is changing as the utilities build up staffs of nuclear engineers, 

which makes it possible for fuel management to become the responsibility 

of the utilities. 

2 .3 . Ideal Core Management Optimization 

In the design of an optimum operating strategy for a reactor the se 

quence of fuel management decisions may be considered as a multi-stage 

decision process. Similarly the absorber management decisions constitute 

a sequential process in the sense that the control rod pattern is changed at 

certain intervals. As burn-up proceeds between decisions, the reactor i s 

maintained critical by moving the control system, so an additional condition 

is necessary regarding the coupling of the control absorbers between de

cisions. The coupling condition may for example be that criticality is main

tained by insertion of all the control rods at equal speeds. Another example 

is control of the reactivity by means of soluble poison. 

It is seen that the sequence of fuel and absorber management decisions 

together constitutes a multi-stage decision process (fig. 1). The input to 

box number j is the state x. j of the fuel at the end of the previous cycle 

and the state z, of the fresh fuel. They may be given as matrices containing 

information about the composition (e. g. burn-up and enrichment) of the in

dividual fuel elements. The set of decisions D. includes all the fuel and 

absorber management decisions mentioned in the introduction. D. deter

mines the state of the core at the beginning of cycle number j . As D. 
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further includes the cycle time, it i s seen that the transformation of state 
x. , to x. i s given by D- and the core burn-up relations. This can be 
written 

x - V ^ , . DJ). (2.1) 

Similarly the state ŷ  of burnt fuel discharged at stage j may be written 

y j = V X M ' Di> • ( 2-2 ! 

The energy production p. during the cycle 

» , j - V j - i ' D i > (2-3> 

together with x. and y. constitute the output of stage j . 
Besides x._. the input includes fresh fuel 

z. = f ^ ) (2.4) 

and manpower and materials for operation and maintenance. 

°j = f 5 ( I V - (2*5> 

In case of off-load fuel management a single fuel cycle may consist of 
several stages, since the control absorber pattern can be changed several 
times during the cycle. In the subcycles D- only affects the control poison. 

For a given reactor and fuel element design the optimum strategy is 
defined as the sequence of decisions D<, D« . . . . D „ which minimizes the 
production costs per energy unit without violating the performance limits. 
It is seen that for the optimum strategy the decisions at different stages are 
coupled via the state of the recycled fuel. 

On the basis of the sequential model we shall now set up an idealized 
method to find the optimum core management strategy. In order to calcu
late the power production costs we have to evaluate the prices of z., y-, and 
o- by means of forecasts of fresh and spent fuel prices together with oper
ating and maintenance costs. The net power production cost is the cost of 
z- and o- minus the value of the spent fuel y.. In a realistic cost opti
mization the price of z* must include the capital costs of the whole plant as 
well as of the first core load, and the price of y* must include the value of 
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the partly irradiated fuel of the last core as well as the costs of breaking up 

the reactor at the end of its life. The debit side of the balance sheet is the 

net power production costs for a sequence of decisions D j , D , , . . . . D . , 

calculated by the "present worth" method, which requires a prognosis of 

the rate of interest during the reactor life. On the credit side the income 

depends on the total energy production of the reactor, so the "optimizer" 

must assume a certain utilization factor and availability (probability that 

the plant i s available for power production at a given time) of the plant as 

a function of time. The power cost i s assumed to be earned at the time of 

generation and reduced to "present worth". By requiring balance between 

debit and credit the unit energy cost i s normalized. 

Above we have implied the condition that the energy price remains con

stant during the life of the reactor. More generally we could assume an 

energy price policy, i. e. the unit energy price given as a function of time 

with one parameter free for the normalization. If the reactor is part of a 

power production system, the optimization i s more complicated than for a 

single reactor, because the energy price policy and the forecast of the 

utilization of the reactor depend on the assumed variation and development 

in total power consumption by the grid, and on the past and future planning 

of the system. 

The general optimization principle now i s to calculate the unit energy 

cost for any possible sequence of decisions D . , D„, . . . . D . that does not 

violate the performance limits, and select the sequence whose unit energy 

cost is minimum. Of course a complete optimization includes variation of 

the design parameters such as reactor s ize and fuel element design. 

It might seem absurd to base an optimization on forecasts which reach 

many years into the future. In this connection, however, it should be re

membered that the reduction to "present worth" assigns the highest weight 

by far to the plant costs and the first fuel loads. A much larger problem 

i s the lack of suitable optimization methods which at the same time are 

realistic and sufficiently fast for use on present-day computers. 

When the reactor i s put in operation, the situation changes as guessing 

is gradually replaced by facts. Such unpredictable factors as refuelling 

datesrunscheduled shut-downs, unexpected changes in system capacity or 

lr ad requirements, changing fuel prices and technology, reactor lifetime, 

rate of interest, improved computational techniques, etc. make it desirable 

to re-optimize the core management strategy continuously with feedback of 

operational data. 
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So far we have only considered fuel and absorber management optimiz
ation. This does not mean that the thermal and hydraulic relations are un
important factors in core operation, but their influence on fuel and absorber 
management optimization is generally considered as secondary. The tem
perature and coolant mass distributions have some effect on the power shape, 
but in so far as the coolant flow through the individual channels can be varied 
separately by employment of different sizes of entry orifices, this is done 
with the purpose of improving the thermal - hydraulic performance, not for 
the sake of power shaping. 

Reactivity control by means of varying void content is practised in 
boiling-water reactors. It could be included as a special example of the 
coupling condition between the control absorbers mentioned at the beginning 
of this section. 

Coast-down operation, i. e. extension of the fuel cycle length at reduced 
power level, is a special feature which is generally excluded from theoreti
cal optimization calculations. In practice, however, coast-down operation 
may be necessary or even desirable from an economic point of view, if it 
is compatible with the power requirements of the user. 

2.4. Simplification of the Optimization Problem 

As the optimization problem set up in the previous section is too large 
for present-day computer techniques, some simplifications are necessary. 
In fact the number of sequences to be compared is infinite as D* includes 
decisions concerning the continuous variables, cycle time, fuel enrichment, 
and absorber pattern. In the following we shall deduce some qualitative re
sults from the idealized model and introduce some hypotheses in order to 
discretize the problem. 

In order to reduce the influence of capital costs on unit energy cost the 
total power output will have to be near the nominal power for as long time 
as possible. Any planned or unplanned shut-down because of refuelling, 
maintenance, or reduced power demands increases the capital part of the 
unit energy cost. Calculationally the reactor i s supposed to operate at full \ 

power when in operation and out of power the rest of the time given by the 
utilization factor. Then the hot-channel power density limit can be trans
formed into a limit on the radial or XY power form factor, which is the 
ratio of peak to average power density In one- or two-dimensional geometry 
respectively. 

The cycle time, 1. e. the time between refuelling«, is determined as the 
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t ime from refuelling until the reactivity or some equivalent quantity has 

reached some specified lower limit. 

The fuel costs per energy unit a re reduced by achieving an optimum 

combination of high burn-up and low enrichment without violating the burn-

up limit . In practice this i s usually consistent with achieving maximum 

permissible burn-up for a s many fuel elements at as small enrichments as 

possible. As mentioned previously, the initial core may contain fuel of 

different enrichments. The enrichment of the replacement fuel in later 

cycles i s either fixed or chosen among very few alternatives. 

The reac tor s ize i s a very important parameter . If the reactor is small , 

the average power density must be high in order to achieve nominal power 

output. Consequently the power distribution over the reactor core must be 

ra ther flat without la rge peaks in order not to violate the form factor limit. 

However, as will be shown later a flat power distribution leads to ra ther 

bad burn-up of the fuel for a given enrichment, so perhaps a Larger reactor 

will be better, since then the nominal power is achieved at a smaller average 

power density, which permits higher form factor and consequently la rger 

burn-up. 

In o rde r to make the calculations practicable, we st i l l have to introduce 

a lot of simplifications regarding the flux calculation, the number of free 

variables, and the coupling between decisions at different stages. Different 

authors have used different approaches, and it is difficult to see which of 

them is most profitable because in many cases the methods a re tailored to 

special reac tor types. Fur ther the great differences of the various physical 

and economic (if any) models make comparison difficult. 

In the next section we shall look at some approaches reported by other 

authors. We shall distinguish between two main cathegories of approach, 

2. 5. Previous Approaches 

Several authors have applied the theory of dynamic programming to the 

fuel management problem. This method retains the sequential nature of the 

process with coupling between decisions at different stages. In all the dy

namic programming references poison management i s assumed to be separ

able from fuel management. A separate fuel management optimization, 

however, may only be fully justified for reactors with fixed control absorber 

pattern, e. g. reac tors that a re exclusively controlled by soluble poison. 

This is easily realized as the optimum refuelling decisions depend on the 

burn-up of the recycled fuel, which i s partly determined by the absorber 

pattern via the power distribution. 
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Wall and Fenech (ref. 3) optimized the refuelling policy of a single-

enrichment, three-zone, 1000 MWe PWR core. The state variable is a 

three-dimensional vector, whose components a re the burn-up of the three 

zones. At each stage there are twenty-eight possible decisions which are 

the combinations of refuelling and shuffling of one, two, or three complete 

zones. The dynamic programming code uses precalculated predictions of 

the system behaviour during a cycle. These include end-of-cycle values of 

the zone irradiations, cycle length, and maximum power form factor given 

as polynomial functions of the fuel state at the start-of-cycle. The poly

nomials are least-squares fits to results from pr ior one-dimensional de

pletion calculations. The dynamic programming code calculates at each 

stage the power cost of a number of parallel sequences of decisions until 

"that stage. Any time two or more sequences lead to similar end states, the 

sequence of minimum power cost is retained, while the others are eliminated. 

At the last stage the best sequence is chosen as the optimum policy. The r e 

sults of a number of problems with different form factor and burn-up limits, 

but fixed reactor size a re presented. As mentioned by the authors the con

clusions regarding the optimum power form factor are obscured because the 

power level is specified as a fixed quantity instead of being a function of the 

form factor limit. 

Stover and Sesonske (ref. 4) applied a similar technique to the optimiz

ation of a \ 000 JWWe BWR core with three-zone scatter-loading and no fuel 

shuffling. A number of discrete values a re specified as the volume fractions 

of each zone which are allowed to be refuelled at each stage. The state of 
235 each fuel group is given by the U mass and the volume fraction. 

Andersson (ref. 5) used up to four radial zones and discretized the fuel 

burn-up by introducing the "burn-up group" concept. The state of the core 

is given by the burn-up group of each of the zones. The optimization 

process proceeds backwards from the end-of-life. The transformation of 

the state rector between succeeding stages i s treated statistically with a 

probability that a given state is transformed into another state. The model 

also gives a statistical treatment of uncertainties in fuel prices and cycle 

length. 

Terney and Fenech (ref. 6) applied dynamic programming to poison 

management for a given fuel management scheme. The core was divided 

into two radial zones, and only three decisions were allowed at each stage, 

namely the three combinations of both, o r one, of the control rod banks 

fully inserted and the other fully out. The objective was minimum power 

form factor. 
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The dynamic programming approaches suffer from loss of detail be

cause the computing times restrict the application to problems with very 

few free variables. Further the refuelling decisions are confined to a very 

limited number of selected refuelling schemes. Nobody knows how close or 

far the best strategy achieved by these schemes i s from a real optimum 

strategy. 

The second category of approach need not reduce the number of free 

variables so drastically. Instead these approaches decouple part of the 

decisions D* (cf. fig. 1) from the remaining decisions of the multi-stage 

process by introducing an additional condition which makes the optimum fuel 

and absorber distribution a function only of the state of the fuel at the mo

ment of refuelling ("x. . - y. + z." in fig. 1). The additional condition may 

be that the fuel and absorber distribution yield 

(1) minimum power form factor or 

(2) maximum fuel burn-up with limited power form factor. 

As mentioned previously, the requirements of minimum form factor and 

maximum burn-up are non-compatible. 

Melice (ref. 7) treated the fuel management problem of a three-zone 

mixed scatter-loaded PWR chemical-shim reactor by a method called the 

"semi-stationary method by optimization". The infinite multiplication fac

tor k is used as a single variable to describe the fuel distribution over the 

core at any stage. In a cylindrical one-group model the optimal profile 

k(r) i s derived analytically (with fixed zone boundaries). By introducing an 

"internal optimality condition", decisions D- are separated into internal 

and external decisions. The internal decisions at each stage are decoupled 

from the remaining decisions of the sequence. The internal optimality 

condition is that at the start-of-cycle the optimal k-profile should be achieved 

(approximately) by shuffling. The external problem including decisions about 

the enrichments and numbers of fresh fuel elements fed into the core is 

treated by a sequential method. The author gives empirical rules for the 

synthesis of two-dimensional reloading patterns based on the one-dimen

sional optimal k-profile. 

The ODYSSEUS code by Buckler (refs. 8 and 9) is a very realistic ap

proach to the on-load core management problem in advanced gas-cooled 

reactors. The calculations are performed in two dimensions and two energy 

groups. A great number of different options are available. The element to 

be discharged i s chosen by trial and error among highly irradiated elements 

in regions of low power. The element is "put back" if the form factor exceeds 
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a maximum limit, and an alternative i s sought. Shuffling is possible. After 
each refuelling the power shape can be flattened by means of control rods, 
whose pattern is determined by an effective power shaping routine. The 
refuelling-time criterion is either on core reactivity or control rod insertion. 

3. SELF-MANAGEMENT 

In the following a new approach to the core management optimization is 
described. It belongs to the second category of approaches (cf. section 2.5), 
in which at each stage part of the decisions are decoupled from the remaining 
decisions of the multi-stage process by means of an internal optimality con
dition. The method is called "self-management", indicating that the selec
tion of the detailed shuffling scheme and control absorber distribution at 
each stage is fully automated. Since the primary objective of the present 
study was to develop some basic optimization methods, a simple one-dimen
sional, one-group model was chosen. This model was found adequate for 
demonstration purposes and has the advantage of small computing times, 
which permits a great number of test calculations. It was the aim to retain 
as many general features as possible. Both on- and off-load management 
can be simulated, and a rather general shuffling scheme is implied. In this 
chapter the self-management method is explained in broad outline. The 
details will be considered In the following chapters. 

The major part of the test calculations were performed with data for a 
BHWR 750 MWe design, a preliminary version of the BHWR-800 NORDIC 
STUDY (ref. 10). The reactor was designed for on-load fuel management, 
but both on- and off-load management i s simulated in the calculations de
scribed in the following sections. The main data are given in table 1, and 
the core configuration is shown in fig. 2. The rest of the calculations were 
performed on the Yankee 392 MWe PWR reactor (ref. 11), the data of which 
are given in table 2. 

3.1 • The Reactor Model 

The square lattice of fuel elements used in most reactors is inadequate 
for the one-dimensional model. The core is approximated by a cylinder and 
partitioned into N equivolume annular regions. A fuel region is defined as 
an annular volume in which the material constants D, Sa, etc. are inde
pendent of position, i. e. the regions consist of homogenized fuel of spati
ally constant enrichment, irradiation, etc. We adopt as an approximation 
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that all the regions contain equal amounts of fuel. The fuel between two 

consequtive region boundaries i s called a batch. Fuel management opera

tions, which include discharge, shuffling, and charge, are carr ied out 

batchwise in order not to violate the definition of a region. 

In fig. 2 the core of the BHWR is partitioned into eighteen regions. It 

is seen that the region boundaries normally intersect the fuel elements, 

which gives r i s e to some difficulties in interpreting the resul ts of a fuel 

management calculation. In the special case where there are many fuel 

elements, and the number of elements is an integer multiple of N, the fuel 

elements can be arranged in N groups in order of increasing distance from 

the core centre. Then the fuel management operations obtained as a result 

of calculations can be interpreted by identifying these groups with the fuel 

batches; but generally the batch movements cannot be transformed into fuel 

element movements. One only gets an impression of the directions and 

amount of fuel movements. 

Therefore the value of one-dimensional calculations is mainly to es t i 

mate the performance with respect to power distribution and fuel burn-up 

for different modes of operation, different shuffling principles, etc. The 

investigations may be considered as preliminary studies for the development 

of a two-dimensional model. In two dimensions the individual fuel elements 

are supposed to take over the role of the fuel batches. 

3. 2. The Diffusion Equation 

The steady-state, one-group diffusion equation, written in the form 

V • D(r»v-4(f) - y f ) 4 < ? ) + k J ? ) E a ( r ) t ( r ) = \C(f )*(r) (3.1) 

i s reduced to one-dimensional cylinder geometry in the usual way by a s 

suming cylindrical symmetry, separating the remaining two variables, r 

and z, and averaging the flux in the axial direction. The resulting equation 

is written in the following form 

v- • D(r)f7ip(r) + Q(r) q<r) = \C(r)q>(r) , (3. 2) 

where 

Q(r) = s . a ( r ) ( W r ) - 1 ) - D ( r ) B z
2 (3.3) 

is called the "net production c ro s s section". The remaining symbols are : 



r position vector 

*(r) neutron flux 

r radius 

<p(r) axial average neutron flux 

D(r) diffusion coefficient 
of fuel, moderator, 

2 (r) absorption cross section \ , , A , , . . 
a1 r f and structural materials 

k^fr) infinite multiplication factor 

C(r) absorption cross section of control poison 

X. eigenvalue 
2 

B axial buckling. 
Equation (3.2) is solved numerically with the usual boundary conditions 

(no neutron current at the centre and extrapolation distance at the outer 

boundary of the reflector). The solution is either by traditional eigenvalue 

techniques or a power shaping method that distributes the control absorber 

C(r) in such a way that a specified power shape is obtained approximately. 

Details of the numerical methods a re given in chapter 4 . The power d is t r i 

bution is used in a simple interpolation burn-up routine, based on tabulations 

of one-group homogenized cell data given as functions of fuel burn-up in 

MWD/TU. 

3. 3. The State of the Fuel 

For a given fuel type the net production cross section Q, the diffusion 

coefficient D, and the fission c ross section Ef a re given in a table as func

tions of the irradiation I. By introducing Q the diffusion equation (3.2) has 

got a very simple form, and a column is saved in the burn-up table (k^, and 

*» a re never used separately). 

The burn-up tables for the BHWR were calculated by means of the point 

burn-up programme PBU (ref. 12), which is based on the heavy-water lat

tice programme TATAE (Ref. 13), utilizing the four-factor formula, two-

group theory, and Westcott cross sections. The two-group constants ob

tained as a result of the PBU calculations were condensed to one energy 

group, and the net production cross section Q was calculated according to 

(3.3). 

In fig. 3,Q is shown as a function of irradiation for a BHWR element 
235 with natural uranium and depleted uranium of different U contents. The 
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first term in (3. 3) i s the production minus the absorption cross section 

(hence the name "net production cross section"). The second, the axial 

leakage term, is rather small and almost independent of irradiation. The 

shape of Q vs. I i s similar to the variation of the reactivity with xenon 

build-up in the start and a plutonium top at about 1500 MWD/TU. The vari

ation of O and 2. with irradiation i s shown in fig. 4. 

For the 3.4% enriched PWR element of the Yankee reactor, Q vs. 1 

is shown in fig. 5. In this case Q declines monotonically with irradiation. 

The burn-up table was calculated by the LASER programme (ref. 14). 

The burn-up tables give a rather coarse description of the state of the 

core. For example, the void in the BHWR is accounted for simply by as 

suming a constant void content of 50%, and D is assumed independc it of 

the control poison cross section C. Xenon i s included in the cell data. As 

mentioned previously, this simple model was chosen for demonstration 

purposes. However, it should be stressed that the self-management method 

is not bound to this specific model. The optimization principles are thought 

to be sufficiently general to be applied with minor modifications in a more 

elaborate model. 

If only one fuel enrichment is present in the core, the state of the fuel 

is completely specified in our model by a N-dimensional vector 1 , 1 * n*N, 

whose components are the irradiations of the N fuel batches. For the initial 

core, in which fuel of different enrichments i s allowed in the different re

gions, the state of the fuel i s given by the 2N parameters (I , e ). 

3 .4 . Separation of the Decisions 

In fig 1 the state x. of the fuel at the end-of-cycle j shall be taken as 

(I , e^), 1 - n é N. The decisions D. are separated into internal and ex

ternal decisions. 

Internal decisions: 

(a) Cycle time 

(b) Selection of batches to be discharged 

(c) Fuel shuffling 

(d) Control poison distribution 

External decisions: 

(e) Number of regions N , to be refuelled 

(f) Enrichment e of fresh fuel 

(g) Choice of internal optimality condition. 
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The work described in this report is mainly concerned with the internal 
decisions, which are decoupled from the multi-stage process by means of 
an internal optimality condition. 

In chapter 8 it will be shown how the external decisions are thought to 
be optimized in an external sequential process which determines the num
ber of regions to be refuelled and the enrichment of the fresh fuel at each 
stage. For the present we shall take these quantities as given in the fol
lowing way: 

The initial core i s given by (I . e ), specified as input. The number of 
regions N . to be refuelled at later stages and the enrichment e of the fresh 
fuel are constant through the life of the reactor. On-load operation is simu
lated by putting Nj - 1, and off-load by giving NJ a larger value (e. g. Nfl = 

The first internal decision concerns (a), the cycle time. The refuelling-
time criterion is connected with the core average control poison cross sec
tion C The time of refuelling is determined as the time when C has reached 
a lower limit 7T.. The discharge limit Hj is specified as zero in off-load 
simulation. In on-load simulation C. is given a value which permits restart 
in the xenon build-up period after shut-down. 

The selection of batches to be discharged (b) i s regarded as an 
internal decision. The N , batches with the lowest net production cross 
section Q at the end-of-cycle are discharged. For the equilibrium core, 
in which only one enrichment is present, this is consistent with a highest 
burn-up criterion of the discharged fuel. The discharge criterion also ap
plies to the first stages, in which the core is allowed to contain fuel of dif
ferent enrichments. The criterion is considered reasonable as low Q means 
poor neutronics properties (e. g. if the choice i s between two batches with 
equal burn-up, hut different enrichments, the batch with the smaller enrich
ment will be discharged). 

The iiiel shuffling (c) and control poison distribution (d) are determined 
by an internal optimalxty condition. This condition is either 

(1) minimum power form factor or 

(2) maximum fuel burn-up with limited power form factor. 

In fact (1) is a special case of (2), but they are separated because the 
numerical treatment of problem (1) is simpler than problems of type (2). 
The decision of the form factor limit i s regarded as an external decision 
(g)r and will be considered in chapter 8. So far the form factor limit is 
specified as input. 
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Even with our simple one-dimensional, one-group model it i s impossible 
to carry out the N! eigenvalue calculations for all permutations of the N fuel 
batches, which would be necessary to decide which shuffling i s best (for a 
given control poison distribution). 

The fuel shuffling in the self-management method i s determined by the 
condition that the radial Q-distribution after shuffling shall be the best fit 
to an ideal Q-distribution satisfying one of the internal optimality conditions. 

In the next section we shall see how such ideal Q-distributions can be 
determined. 

3. 5. Ideal Fuel Distribution 

We shall consider an equilibrium core situation at the time of refuelling. 

Nd regions are refuelled with fuel of enrichment e, and we are going to 

shuffle the fuel with the aim of fulfilling an internal optimality condition. 

Suppose this condition is of type (1), minimum power form factor. 

Any fuel shuffling decision will change the burn-up distribution. If we 

adopt the convention that the batch index n corresponds to the region num

ber which increases in order of increasing distance from the core centre, 

the burn-up distribution i s given by the vector I 1 * n Æ N. In the fol

lowing the index limits on the region number are omitted. It will be apparent 

from the context when I is a vector or burn-up distribution, and when it is 

the burn-up of region number n. 

For the present we shall suppose that the control poison distribution 

over the core is given. Then the power form factor F i s a function of I : 

F = g(In). (3.4) 

The ideal Q-distribution is found by transformation of variables I to 

O and search for the Q-distribution that makes F minimum. 

In most reactors there i s a one-to-one correspondence between Q and I. 

Then D and X, can be regarded as functions of Q, and the state of the fuel 

may be given by Q instead of I . In case Q is not a monotonous function 

of I (as for example in the BHWR, fig. 3), it i s monotonized artificially by 

cutting off the part with small irradiations below the plutonium top. 

The transformation of variables changes equation (3.4) into 

F • flQ,,). (3.5) 
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The method used to calculate the ideal Q-distribution corresponding to 
minimum power form factor is a very simple iterative method. F i s re
garded as a continuous function of the N independent variables O . The 
iterations start with a guess at the Q-distribution, and the power distribu
tion i s calculated. At the next iteration the components of Q are reduced 
in regions where the power density is greater than the average power density 
and increased in regions where the power density is smaller than the average 
over the core. Then a new flux-eigenvalue calculation is performed and so 
on, until the Q-distribution converges. At each iteration step the Q-distri
bution i s normalized to a level that makes the reactor just critical at the 
specified control poison distribution (X. — 1). The power distribution cor
responding to the converged Q-distribution is very flat. In fig. 13 is shown 
a typical example of an ideal Q-distribution with minimum power form factor 

A somewhat different and more involved iterative method i s used if the 
internal optimality condition i s of type (2), maximum fuel burn-up with lim
ited power form factor. We shall not go in detail here as both methods are 
described in chapter 5. An example of the ideal Q-distribution correspond
ing to condition (2) i s seen in fig* 17. 

The ideal Q-distribution i s calculated by means of a separate computer 
programme, IBU 1. The output i s the ideal Q-distribution and the correspon 
ing distributions of flux, power density, and control poison. In the following 
they will be marked by an asterisk (Q*, <P*, p*. and C*). 

Actually the normalization of Q_ at each iteration means that the reacto: 
is iterated critical on Q. Consequently the C*-distribution is equal to the 
input specified control poison distribution. Of course the results depend on 
the shape and level of the poison distribution. Very often a uniform poison 
distribution is specified. Its level i s determined by whether we wish to cal
culate the ideal Q-distribution corresponding to the beginning- or the end-of-
cycle. If we choose a high poison level as representative of the start-of-
cycle, the level of the ideal Q-distribution Q* gets correspondingly high. 
Conversely, if C* s TTd (the discharge limit), the level of QJ gets low cor
responding to end-of-cycle. 

The ideal distributions are used as references in the shuffling and ab
sorber power shaping routines of the core management programme outlined 
in the next sections. The ideal Q-distribution is calculated prior to the con 
management calculations, ?nd the same Q* i s used throughout the life of a 
reactor. 
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3.6. The Self-Management Method 

At the start of each cycle the specific shuffling scheme that satisfies 
the internal optimality condition must be determined. After shuffling, the 
Q-distribution must resemble the ideal Q-distribution Q* A good deal of 
the work described in this report was devoted to the development of em
pirical rules suitable for fitting the actual Q-distribution to the reference 
Q* in a fast and automatic (self-managing) way. Several different empiri
cal rules for the synthesis of a "best fit" were devised and tested. An ac
count of the best shuffling principles i s given in chapter 7. 

For the best fit of the Q-distribution to Q*, the power shape p (from 
a flux-eigenvalue calculation) resembles p* fairly well. The power shape 
may be further improved by the absorber power shaping routine which dis
tributes the control poison with p* as the target power shape. The control 
poison i s redistributed at each burn-up step in order to keep the power shape 
constant during the cycle. 

There are two different ways of using the ideal Q-distribution and the 
absorber power shaping routine as tools in the core management calcula
tions. In the first way, the ideal Q-distribution Q* refers to the beginning-
of-cycle and in the second to the end-of-cycle (cf. section 3.5). 

In the first case the shuffling rules can be applied directly, as the state 
of the fuel at the start-of-cycle is known at the shuffling time. The control 
poison i s used to keep the power shape constant during the cycle. However, 
the method has the drawback that the Q-distribution that is good at the start-
of-cycle will change during burn-up and move away from the ideal distribu
tion towards the end-of-cycle. This is partly due to nonlinearity of Q vs. I 
(cf. fig. 3) and partly to uneven burn-up of the core, which i s more pro
nounced the higher the power form factor i s . The deviation of the Q-distri
bution from the ideal distribution at the end-of-cycle results in deviation of 
the power shape from p* and the power shaping routine is rather inefficient 
at the end-of-cycle, when the control poison i s retired from the core. 

In the second method an attempt is made to avoid the drawback of bad 
power shape at the end-of-cycle. This i s done by rearranging the fuel at the 
start-of-cycle in such a way that the end-of-cycle Q-distribution fits Q£ which 
is here the ideal Q-distribution corresponding to end-of-cycle conditions. 
As the state of the fuel at the end-of-cycle i s not known at the time of shuf
fling, we have to predict the end-of-cycle state. This is done by a prediction 
of the cycle time At and the assumption that the flux distribution is main-
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tained constant equal to q£ during the cycle. Then the irradiation at the 

end-of-cycle is predicted as 

In this expression the time is set to zero at the start-of-cycle. a is a 

normalization constant. Q' (At ), which is the predicted net production 

cross section, is now obtained from the burn-up table. Then the shuffling pro 

cedure works on Q M : 0 » which is fitted to the ideal Q-distribution Q* The 

shuffling routine determines the shuffling scheme and thereby the burn-up 

distribution at the start-of-cycle In(0). 

Used in this second manner the shuffling routine gives a Q-distribution 

which may be rather far from ideal at the start-of-cycle. However, the 

power shaping routine i s very effective at the start-of-cycle when the con

t rol poison leveL is high, BO the power shape can be kept near p* After 

shuffling, burn-up proceeds from In(0) with the correct power shape p as 

obtained from the power shaping routine. Towards the end-of-cycle the Q-

distribution approaches the ideal distribution Q*. This has the advantage 

that absorber power shaping becomes unnecessary as the control absorbers 

a re withdrawn. 

The success of this latter method depends on the ability of the power 

shaping routine to keep the power shape constant during the cycle. How

ever, it seems to give better results than the former, and it is the method 

that wae preferred in most of the calculations described in this report . 

3. 7. The Core Management Programme SELMA 1 

The various shuffling routines are included as options in the core man

agement programme SELMA1. We shall now consider the proceeding of the 

internal decisions through the life of a reactor by means of the generalized 

flow diagram of SELMA 1 (fig. 6). 

The state of the initial core is given by I and e . Normally I • 0 

at the start . For each enrichment a burn-up table is supplied. Further the 

ideal Q-distribution Q* and the corresponding flux, power, and poison dis

tributions are given. The region constants D, Q, and h„ a re found by 

interpolation in the burn-up table and used in the eigenvalue-flux routine. 

After convergence we proceed along the path mp = 0 to the power density 

and form factor calculation. If the initial core contains more than one fuel 

type (enrichment), we go to the shuffling routine, where the cycle time Atc 
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is predicted and shuffling carried out according to one of the shuffling prin
ciples just mentioned . 

After shuffling we return to a new eigenvalue calculation. If we follow 

the path mp = 1, an absorber power shaping is performed. The resulting 

power distribution i s now used in a burn-up step in the blocks below at the 

left in the diagram. If pn(t) is the average power density (MW/TU) of 

region number n at time t, the irradiation at the end of the time step At is 

assuming that the change in power distribution during the time step is neg

ligible. 

The burn-up block i s passed a number of times in each cycle. After 
each burn-up step the flux and power shaping calculations are repeated. 
Burn-up proceeds in time steps a t of an input specified length until the 
control poison average 'C reaches the discharge limit U . . The last time 
step of the cycle i s reduced by means of a prediction of the time when C , 
is reached. As the decreasing rate of (T i s almost constant, the upper 
limit I to the average core irradiation T, at which it i s expected that 
C = C d , i s predicted as 

I = T + (C. -7J) $L. (3.8) 
d dC 

Then the time t until the next discharge is predicted as 

T - I m " T . <3- 9 ) 

P 

where p is the average power density. I and f are currently adjusted. 

When T becomes less than the input specified time step, the cycle is fin

ished with a time step At = T . I i s stored until the next cycle. 

In the next pass through the question "time for next discharge?" the 

answer i s "yes". Then the Nd regions with the lowest Q are refuelled, and 

a new eigenvalue-flux calculation performed. Now the answer to the question 

"time just after discharge?" i s "yes", and fuel shuffling is carried out. The 

The shuffling principles were explained for a Q-distribution whose vari

ation in Q was due to different burn-ups of the different regions, but 

they also work for the initial core where the variation in Qn is due to 

different enrichments. 



succeeding cycles proceed analogously to the first cycle. The calculations 

are finished when the integrated time exceeds the specified reactor life. The 

description of the block diagram was made in terms of the most general ap

plication. The coupling of the blocks may be varied in different ways (e. g. 

if mp - 2, the flux-eigenvalue routine is skipped). 

The most important results from the calculations are the power form 

factor and discharge burn-up, which are plotted as functions of time in a lot 

of different cases (chapter 7). 

4. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 

In section 3. 2 the diffusion equation was written in the form 

V • D(r)V<p(r) + Q(r) cp(r) = XC(r) <p(r), (4.1) 

where 

Q(r) = 2&(r) ( M r ) - 1) - D(r) B* (4. 2) 

is the "net production cross section". The boundary conditions are: 

v>(0) = 0 (4.3a) 

D(R)^q>(R} = o<p(R), (4.3b) 

where R is the radius of the ouk r boundary of the reflector, and 

& s D(R)/X . If we assume a linear extrapolation distance X = 0. 71 X 

we have 6 = 0.467. 

In this chapter it is shown how the diffusion equation is solved numeri

cally by traditional eigenvalue techniques. Besides an absorber power 

shaping method is described in which the control abeorbtion cross section 

C(r) is distributed in such a way that a desired power shape is obtained ap

proximately. 

4 . 1 . The Difference Equations 

The fuel regions and the reflector a re subdivided into meshes. D(r)f 

Q(r) and C(r) are assumed constant meshwise. According to ref. 15 the 

set of finite difference equations is developed with the flux points in the 

middle of the meshes and linear approximation of the flux in each mesh 
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(cf. fig. 7). By integrating equation (4.1) over mesh number i it follows 
that 

d i - i*i- i-<d i - i+ d i>Vd iVi + ^ V i ^ c i v i V " » ' " <4-«> 

where 

d
 4 D i D i + i r i 

« i = 1 a , i ' k - . i - " - D i B z <4-6> 

2 2 
V i = r i " r i -1 

r. is the outer radius of mesh number i. 

At the centre and the outer boundary of the reflector a pseudo-mesh is 

added. The leakage constants (4. 5) and the leakage terms in (4.4) give the 

correct leakage through the boundaries if 

d n = 0 (4. 7a) 

T+1 I 2 

- T ^ p " I- »i+i °°- <4-7 b> 

One of the quantities r .+ . and D., j may be chosen freely. For ease 

of computation D.. . - 1. With this choice the leakage is correct even though 

the boundary condition (4.3b) i s not fulfilled. 

4. 2. Eigenvalue Solution 

In matrix form the difference equations (4. 4) are written 

(Q - B ) i = \ C » , (4.8) 

the symbols being self-evident by comparison with (4.4). 

The outer iterations are performed according to 

x(m) . f ' ( m-1 '(5-B)p'm- i '» ( 4 .9) 
JT. (m-1) s(m-1 J 5(m-1) • * "' <f 
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-T 
where m is the iteration step, and 9 is the transposed flux vector. Ac
tually (4. 9) is a variational expression since the transposed flux is equal to 
the adjoint flux in this simple one-group, ono-dimensional case. Therefore 
X converges very fast to the smallest eigenvalue \ (supposing any criti
cal control poison proportional to C exists. If too many diagonal entries in 

C are zero, X* ' diverges). 

Each eigenvalue iteration is succeeded by the adjustment 

^(m) = x(m) g(m-1) (4.10) 

Consequently V ' •* 1. 

The inner iterations start at every iteration step m by splitting the 

diagonal matrix Q - C into two new diagonal matrices A* ' and B* , 

both of which are non-negative. The diagonal entries of A* and B * m ' are 

A<m) = (Q- - - C<mW. . 

1. 1 

*£?• 
R(m) , r (m) _ . v 
B i , i l L i , i w i , i ' v l 1 l 

1.1 1 .1 

(4.11) 

y i . i i. i 

where Q. ., C. ., and V- - a re the constants from eq. (4,4). 

Now by (4. 8) and (4.11) we have 

?<m> = <B+ I ' m ' ) - ' I < m ' ? < ™ - " (4.12) 

as the expression for the new flux iterate (only one inner iteration per outer 

iteration). 

As B ' m ' is non-negative, D + B ' m ' is diagonally dominant. It is 

easily seen that among all the ways in which the matrix Q - c ' m ' can be 

split into two non-negative matrices, A . ' m ' and B i m ' , subject to the con

dition 3 - £ ( m ) = S { m ' - BJ™', the splitting (4.11) i s the one that makes 

minimum. It can be shown that under these circumstances the flux 

converges safely with the maximum convergence ra te (ref, 1 6). 

This adjustment is only used in SELMA1, not in IBUI, where (4.10) is re 
placed by C*m* - C, and C*m* is replaced by \ * m ' £* m ' in the following 
expressions. 
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The flux routine used in the present work is based on the principles out

lined above. The matr ix inversion problem (4.1 2) is solved by the direct 

method (ref. 1 7, p . 1 95). The convergence demand is that X^m* satisfies 

the condition 

i - \<m> <G (4.13) 

two consequtive t imes . 

After convergence the power distribution i s calculated by 

(4.14) 

The normalization constant a is found by requiring that the average power 

density over the core p is equal to a specified value. 

The radial power form factor F is defined by 

F = P l ' m a X . (4.15) 
P 

The flux routine is tested with the TWODIM programme (ref. 18), and 

the resul ts are found in full agreement with the TWODIM resul ts . With G = 
_4 

10 and a flat s t a r t flux, convergence is normally obtained after six to 

eight i terat ions, and the maximum relative flux change in the last iteration 

is about 0.1 %. As an example the upper part of fig. 10 shows the power 

distribution in the core of the BHWR 750 MW for the burn-up distribution 

shown below and a uniform control poison distribution in the core, .'t is 

seen that the resul t s of the coarse mesh calculation do not differ significant

ly from the fine mesh calculation. The res t of the figure i s commented in 

the next section. 

In fig. 1 0 and the following figures the distributions of power, burn-up, 

etc. a re plotted on a volumetric scale instead of a l inear radial scale. Then 

all the regions get equal weight in the visual impression of for example a 

power distribution. A linear scale would be disadvantageous because the 

central regions would seem to be more important than the outer regions. 

4. 3. Absorber Power Shaping 

With eigenvalue techniques the flux and power distribution is calculated 

for a given control poison distribution. However, the inverse problem to 

find the control poison distribution that gives the power distribution a speci

fied shape is of grea t practical importance. In the ONE-P programme 
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(ref. 19) power flattening was accomplished iteratively in a routine which 

alternates between the usual flux-eigenvalue calculation and adjustments of 

the poison distribution in order to suppress local power peaks. This method 

is analogous to the "irradiation flattening" techniques described in section 

5 . 1 . 

In this section a more direct method developed after an idea by Crowther 

(ref. 20) is described. Later the method was found to have many features in 

common with the two-dimensional power shaping method applied in the latest 

version of the ODYSSEUS code ( r e t 9). 

4 . 3 . 1 . Theory 

Power shaping is accomplished by means of a control poison distribution 

which may be restricted to certain meshes called "control meshes". Each 

control mesh belongs to a "control domain" comprising one or several 

meshes. The control meshes and control domains must be specified in such 

a way that each control domain contains exactly one control mesh. Fig. 8 

symbolizes a case with six control meshes numbered c1 # c„, . . . eg. The 

domains are indicated by the dashed lines. The vertical arrows numbered 

f.f f„, f« indicate "fixpoints", i. e. meshes, in which we want the power 

density p to be equal to the specified reference power density p*. In these 

fixpoints the flux is simply found as the power density divided by the fission 

cross section. In the general case with m control meshes and m fixpoints 

we have 

„ m equations. (4.1 6) 

Out of the I equations (4.4) we now select those in which C* = 0 for the 

flux solution 

d i - i ^i- i " *di-i + d i ' \ + d i 1+1 + Qi v i*i = °* I _ m e < l u a t i o n s - ( 4 - ' 7> 

The solution of (4.17) proceeds in the way illustrated by arrows in fig. 8 

Prom the centre to the first fixpoint f. the equations (4.17) a re solved by th< 

direct method, the recursion formulae of which are given in ref. 17, p. 1 95. 

The forward elimination - backward substitution techniques of this method 

a re symbolized by the reversing arrow I. Now, the flux being known in all 

meshes i * f«, <pf. +j directly results as the only unknown of (4. t 7) for i =f« 

This i s repeated along arrow II, until the control mesh c. i s reached. Fron 

c. onwards till f2 we have to use the direct method again, since the differ-
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ence equations of the control meshes a re reserved for the purpose of finding 

the control poison c ro s s sections. Along IV the simple method of II applies 

again. From c 2 we cannot go on because there i s no fixpoint between c 9 

and c , . However, there a re no control meshes between the fixpoints fd 

and f-, so the direct method can be used to solve (4.1 7) along V. From f, 

we can now move towards the centre alternating between the two methods of 

solution until c„ is reached. Then we move outwards from f̂  until (4.1 7) 

is completely solved. 

Generally speaking we move outwards from the centre until we meet two 

control meshes without any fixpoints between them. Then we jump to the 

next two fixpoints without any control meshes between them or to the reactor 

boundary and solve (4.1 7) inwards. After that, we move outwards in the 

same way as before, ending at last on the outer boundary. It is seen that 

the flux can always be found directly from the I equations (4.1 6) and (4.1 7). 

The remaining difference equations, i. e. the equations for the control 

meshes, 

d i -1 V l " ( d i-1 + dI>q >I + d i 1 + l + 9ivi»i = Civi'i* m equations, (4.18) 

are written without a X. in the control absorber t e rm as the problem is not 

an eigenvalue problem. The values of C- a re determined by (4.18). They 

are the control poison c ross sections that make the power distribution equal 

to the reference power distribution in the fixpoints. 

Before the method is complete, two problems must be solved. The first 

one is that C- may turn out to be negative. The second one is to determine 

the positions of the fixpoints. 

These problems a re overcome by iteration in the way described by the 

block diagram of fig. 9. If the control poison c ross section of a mesh is 

negative in one iteration, it is returned to zero , and the relevant equation 

(4.1 8) is converted to the form (4.17). At the same time the flux is released 

all over the corresponding domain, omitting the relevant equation (4.1 6). 

The fixpoint may be said to be passive now. The fixpoints are chosen so as 

to make the (unnormalized) power density p. ~ p* in the fixpoints and p. *pt 

in all other meshes . Oviously this condition leads to excellent power 

flattening if pf - 1 for all i because then the fixpoints will be the mesh-

points with maximum power density. 

The block diagram s t a r t s with C f 0 only in the control meshes. The 

control meshpoints a re arb i t rar i ly chosen as fixpoints. Then the flux, 

power and poison distributions a re calculated as described above. Now, if 
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C ( 0 in any mesh, we put C = 0 and return to the flux calculation. In the 

flux calculation all the fixpoints corresponding to control meshes with C ~ 0 

are made passive in the way just described. If C * 0 in all meshes, we 

search for new fixpoints based on the power densities of the last iteration. 

The fixpoint of each domain is chosen as the meshpoint in which p - p * is 

maximum within the domain. If p - p* ) 0 in a fixpoint, this indicates that 

the fixpoint has shifted to a new mesh during the last iteration, and conse

quently a new iteration i s necessary. One could imagine that p - p* ) 0 in 

the fixpoint of a domain, whose control poison C s 0 from a previous i tera

tion. In this case we put C - 1 in this control mesh before returning to the 

flux calculation in order to be able to control the power in this domain. The 

calculations are terminated when p - p* in all active fixpoints. Finally the 

flux and power density i s normalized in the same way as described in the 

previous section. 

As the flux problem (4.17) i s solved without relaxation techniques, the 

solution is mathematically exact apart from rounding e r ro r s in the computei 

Therefore it can be used as a reference in investigations of convergence of 

the eigenvalue method in a problem where the poison distribution resulting 

from the power shaping method is used as input in the flux routine described 

in the previous section. Conversely, the eigenvalue-flux solution can be 

used to check that the flux routine of the power shaping method works cor

rectly. 

Because of the direct nature of the power shaping method only about 

three or four iterations a re normally necessary, so it is s t i l l faster than th 

eigenvalue-flux routine. 

Of course the method must give up when the reactor is subcritical, as 

the poison of all the control meshes then tends to be negative; but other wis* 

it is very reliable and has worked satisfactorily in several thousand cases . 

Originally the power shaping method was designed only for power 

flattening (p* = 1). Used as a power shaping routine with another reference 

power distribution p* the method has the drawback that the average of the 

normalized power density over a domain is generally different from the 

average of the reference power density. The difference is most pronounce 

if there are only a few broad domains. Probably the power distribution 

would fit better to the reference distribution in this case if eqs. (4.16) wer 

replaced by the requirement that the average of p should be equal to the 

average of p * in each control domain. Of course the fixpoints would then 

have to be chosen in another way than scheduled above. However, this has 

not been tried. Another extension of the method would be to impose an upp 
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limit on C, which can easily be done in the same way as with the lower 

limit C > 0. 

4 . 3 . 2 . Examples 

For the burn-up distribution of fig. 10, which was used in the example 

illustrating the eigenvalue method, power flattening calculations (p*= 1) give 

the power distributions shown below in the same figure. In the coarse mesh 

case all the core meshes were specified as control meshes , and consequent

ly each domain only contained one mesh. As a resul t the control poison was 

distributed in six mexhes. The poison distribution i s shown as the hatched 

areas , and it is seen that the power density is equal to ths maximum value 

in these six meshes . The power flattening has reduced the form factor 

from 1. 193 to 1 .108. 

For the fine mesh case one mesh in the middle of each region was speci

fied as a control mesh, and the boundaries of the eighteen domains were laid 

on the region boundaries. As a resul t the poison was distributed in four 

meshes. Of course the absorption c ross sections C a r e higher than in the 

previous case as the meshes a r e smal ler ; but the distribution and the aver

age poison cross section over the core "C a r e largely the same. The power 

density has equal maximum values in the four poisoned domains, and the 

power form factor is reduced from 1. 208 in the flux-eigenvalue calculation 

to 1.11 8 by power flattening. 

The burn-up distribution in fig. 1 0 is representat ive of the type of cal

culations simulating on-load refuelling with minimum power form factor as 

the internal optimality condition. The case is from the equilibrium core at 

the start-of-cycle, but can be taken as representat ive of the whole cycle, 

which is short in on-load operation. 

In fig. 11 is shown another case with only three meshes specified as 

control meshes. The corresponding domains a r e indicated by Roman nu

merals . The unflattened power distribution is obtained from a flux-eigen

value calculation with equal poison in the three control meshes and the r e 

maining meshes without any poison. The resul ts from the eigenvalue calcu

lation and the power flattening calculation a re shown. The form factor is 

reduced from 1. 74 to 1.14. In this case the burn-up distribution is rep

resentative of off-load operation (one third of the core refuelled per cycle) 

at the s tart-of-cycle when the control poison level is high. 

As an example of power shaping fig. 1 2 shows the result of a case with 

all the core meshes specified as control meshes. Before power shaping a 

usual eigenvalue calculation with uniform poison distribution gives the power 
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distribution with a form factor of 2.11. Then power shaping is performed 
with the reference power distribution p" taken as the power distribution 
corresponding to one of the ideal Q-distributions from section S. 2. The 
form factor of the reference power distribution i s 1. 50. The power is 
shaped very efficiently, the resulting power form factor being 1. 509. Fig. 
12 presents one of the most successful examples of power shaping at the 
start-of-cycle in a case with off-load refuelling. This time the internal 
optimality condition was maximum fuel burn-up. 

5. IDEAL BURN-UP DISTRIBUTIONS 

The ideal burn-up distributions satisfying the internal optimality condi
tions of minimum power form factor or maximum fuel burn-up with limited 
power form factor are determined on the basis of a continuous model where 
the state of the fuel is given by the N continuous variables Qn, 1 * n *N. 
The ideal Q-distribution is found by minimization of an object function which 
is a function of Q . The control poison distribution is kept constant during 
the calculation. In section 5.1 the power form factor is the object function. 
In section 5. 2, where the aim is to find the Q-distribution that gives maxi
mum fuel burn-up another function of Q is shown to be the object function. 

5.1. Minimum Power Form Factor 

The power form factor F is regarded as a continuous function of the 

net production cross sections O of the N regions 

F = f(Qn)- (5.1) 

We want to determine the Q-distribution that makes F minimum and makes 
the reactor just critical for a specified control poison distribution Ci- The 
method which is used may be called "irradiation flattening", indicating that 
the irradiation distribution or rather the Q-distribution is corrected iterat-
ively until the power distribution is flat, 

5 .1 .1 . The Power Flattening Method 

The iterative method used to solve this power flattening problem starts 
with a guess at the Q-distribution. The Q-distribution i s then corrected 
successively in steps. At every iteration step Q_ is reduced in regions 
where the power density is greater than the average power density, and in
creased in regions where the power density is smaller than the average 
power density over the core. 
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The range of permissible Q-values i s restricted to values covered by 

thn burn-up curve. For other reasons, which will be discussed later, it is 

desirable to make the Q-limits dependent on the region number. The upper 

Q-limit is specified as O . 

At every iteration step an eigenvalue calculation with proper values of 

D and 2L in the diffusion equation gives the power distribution p and eigen

value X (cf. footnote section 4. 2) corresponding to Q . p is the average 

power density for all meshes of region number n. From Q v, where k is 

the iteration number, we get to the next iterate Q^ ^. . by means of the 

two-term correction 

V r ^ k - ^ k - ' ^ k - <5-2> 

The first correction AQ' . flattens the power shape, and. the second &Q" . 

gives a normalization of the Q-distribution. 

The first correction AQ* (iteration index k omitted) is given by the 

expression 

« % • • ( £ - ' ) • (5-3) 

where a is a constant with the same dimension as Q, and p' i s the average 

power density over regions for which O . ( O . 

IfAQ' calculated by means of (5.3) makes Qn - 4QL >QJj. (5. 3) is re

placed by 

^ = Q n - Q S - (5.3a) 

Now the normalization term AQJJ i s determined by 

N 

&Q£ - ( \ - l ) C - ^ , 7 4Q^. (5.4) 
i £ l 

where C i s the average control poison cross section over the core. ^Q„* 

which is equal for all regions, changes the level of the Q-distribution with 

the exception of regions where the upper limit Q is exceeded. In such 

regions O i s returned to Q " in the same way as before by an expression 

similar to (5. 3a). 
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The normalization makes the level of the Q-distribution converge to

wards a value that makes the reactor just critical at the specified control 

poison distribution C-. The change of the level by (5. 3) is balanced by the 

second term in (5. 4). The first term is explained by reference to the dif

fusion equation (4.1). It is seen that Q(r) and \C(r) may be changed ad-

ditively by the same amount without disturbing the neutron balance. If 

( \ - l )C(r ) is subtracted, the right-hand side becomes C(r). As &Q^ + AQĵ  

has a shape which is generally different from the shape of the control poison 

distribution C-, the eigenvalue wil] not become exactly 1, but during the 

iterations \ •* 1. 

It is seen from (5. 3) that the net production c ross section is decreased 

in regions where the ^ower density is too high, and increased in regions 

where the power density is smaller than the average power density. The 

iterations a re converged when p = p ' in all the regions where Q^ { Q ^ 

In regions where Q = Q^, the net neutron production of the fuel Q_9 can

not be increased, and the converged p gets smaller than p1 in such regions 

This is the reason why the power density of these regions is not included in 

P \ as AQ1 would then not converge towards 0. 

5 .1 . 2. Examples 

The examples given in this chapter are all for the BHWR 750 MW. The 

burn-up table for natural uranium is used (cf. figs. 3 and 4). As Q is not 

a monotonous function of I, it is monotonized artificially by cutting off the 

part of the curve below the plutonium top at 1 550 MWD/TU. The res t of the 

curve, which is monotonous, i s used. 

In fig. 13 the ideal Q-distribution i s shown for a case with uniform 

control poison distribution C. The control poison level is the end-of-cycle 

value U - U . corresponding to on-load operation of the reactor. With Cj = 
-5 1 

3 x 10 cm , which corresponds to a reactivity of about 1 %, the reactor 

can be restarted until about twenty minutes after shutdown and then not until 

sixty hours later because of xenon build-up. 

It is seen that the ideal Q-distribution has Q ^ C in the central regions. 

Here the net neutron production by the fuel is balanced by the absorption of 

the control poison, and there is no leakage. In the outer regions Q attains 

its upper limit, Q . In these regions the fuel must yield a net neutron pro

duction which balances the absorption of the control poison as well as the 

leakage out of the reactor. It is seen that the power density is kept flat ex

cept in the outer regions, where Q = Qu . The power form factor is 1. 082. 

The shape of the Q-distribution and power density seems to be in good agree 

ment with the optimal k-profile derived analytically by Melice (ref. 7). 
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The reason for making the upper Q-limlt QJJ dependent on the region 

number is that the ideal Q-distribution is used as a reference distribution 

(Q*) in the shuffling routine of the programme SELMA1 (cf. section 3. 6). 

For the equilibrium core, which is reached after a long time, there is a 

spread of i r radiat ions from fresh fuel up to high irradiations. The Q u -

values a r e chosen as the values corresponding to the smallest irradiations 

in the equilibrium core . As the ideal Q-distribution shown in fig. 1 3 was 

wanted to be the end-of-cycle distribution, the Qu-values were chosen as 

representative of the end-of-cycle state of the equilibrium core. By the 

time the ideal Q-distribution is calculated, the state of the equilibrium core 

is not known, so it is necessary to make a guess at Q . Later it may be 

necessary to recalculate the ideal Q-distribution with new Q -values, if the 

first guess appears to be bad. Generally, however, with a little experience 

the first guess is sufficiently good, because the power shape is not very 

sensitive to changes of O in the outer regions. 

In fig. 1 3 it is seen that the greatest values of Q " are placed nearest 

to the reflector. In another case the consequence of inverting the Q -d i s 

tribution in the six outermost regions (Q. „ interchanged with Q. 3 and so 

on) was investigated. The resulting ideal Q-distribution was slightly de

creased relative to that in fig. 1 3 (most pronounced in region 12). The 

change in power distribution was scarcely detectable. This indicates that 

it is not very important what shape Q i s given, especially if the unflattened 

part of the reac tor only includes a few of the outer regions. 

In fig. 14 the control poison distribution is specified as a three-mesh 

distribution. The average value C is again equal to 3 x 1 0 " cm" . Again 

the power i s completely flat in the central regions where Q ( Q ^ One 

might suspect the Q-distribution not to be converged. However, investi

gations have shown that the result i s the same for different s ta r t guesses 

of Q . 

The cases of f'.gs. 1 3 and 14 were calculated by means of the ALGOL 

programme IBU1 on a Burroughs B6500 computer. The necessary number 

of i terations depends on the value of a and the s ta r t guess of Q^. In the 
-4 -1 examples, a = 2 x ) o cm was found to be about the largest value giving 

convergence. With this value and a good s tar t guess at O a sufficiently 

good convergence is obtained after 10 i terat ions, while a bad s ta r t guess 

(e.g. uniform Q-distribution) requires 20-30 iterations. A case with 18 

regions in the core (25 meshes in the flux calculation) and 30 iterations 

takes 8 seconds of processing time on the computer. 
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5. 2. Maximum Fuel Burn-up 

As burn-up optimization is generally contradictory to power flattening, 

an optimization of the discharged fuel burn-up with a constraint on the power 

form factor of the core is of great interest. A large discharge burn-up is 

achieved by shuffling the fuel in such a way that the cycle time becomes 

maximum. 

Let us consider the equilibrium core, which is reached when the initial 

state of the core is forgotten. The development of the eigenvalue X. with 

time is illustrated in fig. 1 5. The peaks correspond to the t imes just after 

discharge. During the cycle the eigenvalue decreases until it reaches the 

lower limit, when a new refuelling is performed. The high eigenvalue just 

after discharge can be further increased by appropriate shuffling. On the 

basis of the working hypothesis that the decreasing rate of the eigenvalue is 

independent of the shuffling scheme used, it is seen that high eigenvalue 

leads to long cycle time and consequently high discharge burn-up. The Q-

distribution O and X are changed, but ) Q is not changed by shuffling. 

The shuffling which makes X maximum leads to maximum discharge burn-up 

5. 2 .1 . The Object Function 

Now, returning to the continuous model, we cannot use X directly as 

the object function and then optimize X, because during the iterative search 

for the optimum Q-distribution we want to normalize the Q-distribution to a 

level which makes the reactor just critical at the specified control poison 

distribution (X - 1 as in section 5.1.1). 

Instead we shall search for the just crit ical Q-distribution, which has 

minimum average net production cross section $ over the core. This cor

responds to high average burn-up of the equilibrium core and consequently 

high discharge burn-up. With this new formulation the problem of maxi

mizing the eigenvalue with constant § is converted into the problem of 

minimizing £J with constant eigenvalue. 

The ideal Q-distribution is found by minimizing the object function 

N 
J = - N I < Q n - * y - <5-5> 

n-1 

where C is a constant distribution as in section 5.1.1 . 
n 

x The control poison is allowed to vary mesh wise. C i s the average con- j 

trol poison cross section for region number n, 1 
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It is seen that J - <5 - XC The object function is considered as a con

tinuous function of O in the N-dimensional Q-space. The iterative method 

which i s used in the search for the ideal Q-distribution i s based on the hy

pothesis that Q~ decreases when O is moved in the opposite direction of 

the gradient of J. 

This hypothesis is a matter of experience. According to the explanation 

given in section 5 .1 .1 , the neutron balance equation (4.1) makes J rather 

stable with respect to changes in O . If O i s changed in one of the central 

regions, the resulting change in X. will be larger than at a change of O in 

one of the outer regions. As a consequence X may be kept constant if O 

is increased a little in a central region and decreased by a larger amount in 

an outer region. This change leads to a decrease in 5 and J. As a rule 

the components of grad J are negative in the central regions and positive 

in the outer regions, so our hypothesis i s confirmed. 

The iterative method, which is described in the next section, cannot be 

proved to converge towards the Q-distribution with minimum Q~, but in the 

Appendix it is shown under some simplifying assumptions that Q~ converges 

towards QV-s,,111 a case with only two regions. Besides the example serves 

as an illustration of the method. 

The method is complicated a little by the constraint on the power form 

factor 

F =« F m , (5. 6) 

which must be satisfied by the ideal Q-distribution. 

5. 2. 2. Minimization of the Object Function 

As in the power flattening method we come from Q t t o Qn t+1 D v 

means of the two-term correction 

«n,k+1 - « n , k - « * n . k - A « n , k -
(5.7) 

The first correction 4Q" . moves the point O . in the N-dimensional 

Q-space in the opposite direction of grad J. By means of the second cor

rection AQ" j , the Q-distribution i s normalized to criticality. 

Iteration step number k starts with an eigenvalue calculation. The re

sulting eigenvalue is denoted \ . The corresponding power distribution is 

Pn. Then the gradient of J is calculated. The n'th component of grad 3 

is found by giving the net production cross section of region number n an 

increment dB and calculating the eigenvalue, which i s denoted X-n. The 
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eigenvalue is seen to be changed by d\ = X. -X. . The change of .t 

""n = ^ d « n - d X n C (5"8> 

divided by dQ is the finite difference expression of the n'th component of 

grad J 

dJ 1 d\n 

357 = "*r""a§n"rr' (5'9) 

It is seen that N+J eigenvalue calculations a re necessary at iteration 

step number k . 

The explanation of the corrections åQL and AQ" at a certain iteration 

step is given fay reference to fig. 1 6, where the imagined distribution of Q , 

the components of grad J according to {5. 9), and the power densities a re 

shown. There are four characteristic conditions of the different regions; 

(I) In regions 5 and 6 the upper Q-limit Q is attained. 

(II) In regions 10, I I , and 12 the lower Q-limit Q is attained. 

(III) In regions 1, 3, 7, 8, and 9, Q < Q < Qu , and p < p F m -

(IV) In regions 2 and 4, Q* < Q <QU, and p > pF m -

Firs t we consider the regions of types III and IV. In regions 1, 8, and 

9 the correction AQ1 is calculated as 
"̂n 

dJ 
flQn= tug • (5-10a) 

where p is a constant with the same dimension as Q. 

In regions 2 and 4 the constraint on the form factor is violated. In such 

regions " Q^ is calculated as 

« * i ' ¥ ( y - Fm)- <5-,0b) 

where V is a constant, and p is the average power density over the all 

regions -f the core. 

The calculation of d\ could be speeded up by means of perturbation 

theory, but this was not done because the eigenvalue calculations are 

very f in one dimension and one group. 
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In regions 1 and 3 the power density i s smaller than the limiting value 

pF and the component of grad J is negative, so it is seen that irrespective 

of which of expressions (5.10a) or (5.1 Ob) i s used, Q will be increased. 

If p n i s only slightly smaller than pF m . (5.1 Oa) will increase Q too much, 

whereas the increase by (5.1 Ob) will give a soft variation, which is a necess

ary condition for convergence of the calculations. The decision whether to 

use (5.1 Oa) or (5.10b) i s automated by calculating AQ' by both expressions 

and always choosing the greater of the two (making Q the smaller). This 

is done for all the regions. In this way we get no conflict with what was 

said for the remaining regions of types III and IV. 

The Q-limits are tackled in a similar manner as the upper Q-limit in 

the power flattening routine (cf. (5. 3a)). In region 5, Q will tend to be in

creased, irrespective of which of the expressions for AQ' is chosen, but 

Q is not allowed to exceed O . For region 6 the gradient is positive, so 

Q moves downwards. None of regions 10, II , and 1 2 are changed as they 
1 are not allowed to exceed the lower limit Q . n 

The principle in the normalization i s the same as in the power flattening 

method (section 5.1.1) , but there is the difference that the Q-level is only 

changed by AQjJ in regions where Q„ < Q n - ^QJ, < 0]J and AQJ^ a <AQji fa 

CSQ" and AQ> are short for AQ' calculated from (5.1 Oa) and (5.1 Ob) 

respectively). In fig. 16 the normalization is only performed in regions 6, 

7, 8, and 9. The number of regions N1 satisfying these inequalities are 

counted, and then the normalization term i s calculated from the expression 

N 

" « - NT I (fr-DVaoy. (5.1D 
n=1 

which corresponds to (5. 4) multiplied by N/N1. After the normalization the 

iteration step is finished, and we can proceed to the next iteration step. 

The choice of Q " and Q follows the directives given for Q^ in the 

power flattening method (section 5.1 . 2). Q_ are taken as the smallest val

ues expected in the equilibrium core. There are no problems with the ap

plication of O since experience has shown that Q always attains the lower 

Q-limit in the outer regions. The smallest If -values are applied in the 

outermost regions where grad J is largest. As for QJJ it cannot be pre

dicted in what region the upper Q-limit is attained. By some trivial logics, 

which shall not be elaborated here, the highest Qu-value is always applied 

in the innermost of the regions for which Q attains the upper Q-limit, in 

the next region the second largest Qu-value, and so on. 
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Another trivial problem had to be solved before the method worked 

satisfactorily. The arrows in fig. 1 6 show the direction of the corrections 

by AQ». The concributions to nQ" from 2Q* for the central regions, where 

p i s close to p F , largely eliminate each other, so the change in the Q-

level by aQ' is largely due to the regions beyond the regions with maximum 

of Q. The normalization re-establishes the Q-level, and since grad J is 

larger in the outer than in the inner regions, it is seen that the slope of the 

Q-distribution in regions 6, 7, 8, and 9 gets still steeper for each iteration, 

ending up with a Q-distribution where Q = Q in some regions (maybe 5, 6, 

and 7), and Q = Q in the outer regions (from number 7 outwards). In the 

next iterations the normalization does not work because N1 = 0. In this 

case &Q" i s calculated with ffl - 1, and region number n, where the nor

malization is performed, is taken as one of the neighbour regions to the 

boundary between the zones Q - Qu and Q = Q . In this way the normaliza

tion amounts to moving this boundary outwards or inwards until the Q-

distribution is just critical. 

Having recognized that the iterations always end up with this type of 

problem, a method could be suggested in which the cumbersome calculation 

of grad J is avoided if Q is bound to the lower limit Q in some outer 

regions and to the upper limit Q u in some intermediate regions. The bound

ary between these two zones should be moved in the way described above. 

In the central zone the power shape should be flattened by means of (5.10b}. 

Applied in a two-dimensional model this method would save much computer 

time. Of course it would be reassuring to have a routine to calculate grad J 

after convergence of the iterations for control purposes, especially if the 

method is developed in multi-group theory, because the introduction of more 

than one energy group might influence the conclusions based on the present 

one-group model. 

5 .2 .3 . Examples 

The examples for the BHWR 750 MW shown in figs. 17 and 1 8 present 

the most typical features of ideal Q-distributions corresponding to maximum 

discharge burn-up at a form factor limit F = 1. 50 and 1. 20 respectively. 

Both are end-of-cycle distributions for on-load simulation. The control 

poison distribution is uniform with an average cross section C* = 3 * 1 0 " 

cm" as in the previous examples. 

The Q-limits are a little different in the two cases because the dis

charge burn-up (obtained by SELMA 1) gets higher when the form factor i s 

high. As in the case with power flattening one is obliged to make a guess at 
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Qu and Qn if they are not known from previous SELMA 1 calculations. This 

might seem difficult, but in fact it is rather easy with a little experience to 

get sufficiently good Q-limits. Some guidelines will be given in connection 

with the description of the different shuffling principles. 

It is seen from the figures that the ideal Q-distributions have a shape in 

the central part which i s similar to the shape found in the power flattening 

example, fig. 13. The difference is that Q attains the lower Q-limit in the 

outer regions. Obviously the small neutron production in the outer regions 

makes the leakage out of the reactor minimum. The deficit of neutrons in 

the outer regions i s balanced by the excess production in the regions with 

high Q. As the form factor is constrained, Q is suppressed in the central 

regions where Q ~ C, resulting in flat power distribution. By comparison 

of figs. 1 7 and 18 it is seen that the most typical difference is the shift of 

the boundary between the zones with Q = Q and Q = Q . By increasing 

F , this boundary moves towards the centre. For decreasing values of 

F the boundary moves towards the reflector. For F = 1. 08, which was 

the value found by the power flattening method in section 5.1, the zone with 

Q - Q disappears, and the Q-distribution becomes the same as found by 

the power flattening method (fig. 13). The value of the object function for 

*" =1 .08 , 1.20, and 1.50 is J = 7. 62 x 1 0"5, 2.62 x in"5 , and -2. 29x1 o"5 

cm respectively. 

In the development of the method for minimizing J it was tacitly assumed 

that J has only one minimum within the domain of definition in the Q-space. 

Actually J behaves very properly. The minimum found by the IBU1 pro

gramme always belongs to the boundary of the domain of definition, and it 

has not been possible to locate any other minimums by choosing various 

start guesses of the Q-distribution. With a reasonable start guess at the 

Q-distribution it is not necessary to rec.-lculate grad J at every iteration 

step. The computing time for the Q-distribution in fig. 17 was 19 seconds 

of processor time. The number of iterations was 30, and grad J was recal-
3 -1 -4 -1 

culated 6 times. The constants were p » 10 cm and 1 = 10 cm . 

The routine was investigated on various other examples. One of these 

was a case with only three control meshes. The routine behaved completely 

as expected with peaks in Q around the control meshes in the same way as 

in fig. 14, but still with Q - Q in the outer egions. The power density 

was kept flat in all the central regions. 
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6. DIRECT SHUFFLING OPTIMIZATION 

The most direct way to find the optimum shuffling scheme at a certain 

stage of the multi-stage process would be to car ry out the N! flux-eigen

value calculations for all possible permutations of the N fuel batches in the 

co re and then choose the permutation with the 

(1) smallest powe** form factor o r 

(2) highest cri t ical control poison level and a power form factor 

less than F . 

Condition (2) corresponds to high discharge burn-up as explained in section 

5. 2 (Highest critical control poison corresponds to highest eigenvalue, cf. 

(4.10) with footnote). 

It would be very desirable to be able to perform such calculations, not 

only for a singLe stage, but for a sequence of stages sufficiently long to ob

tain equilibrium core conditions . There a re two reasons for making such 

calculations. F i r s t they could indicate whether the ideal Q-distributions 

found in the previous chapter are right or wrong, and secondly they could 

be used to deduce some rules for fitting the actual Q- dis tribution to the idea 

Q-distribution by shuffling. However, the search among all the N! permuta 

tions is not practicable except for ve*y small values of N because of ex

cessive computing t imes. 

In this chapter somewhat different search techniques are used. At eacl 

stage (after refuelling of Nd regions) a large number of trial interchanges 

of batches in pairs is performed, and for each tr ial interchange a full flux-

eigenvalue calculation is carried out. The best interchange according to on 

of the internal optimality conditions (1) or (2) above is made permanent. 

This procedure is repeated J. t imes, resulting in L batch interchanges at 

each stage. With a moderate value of L it is possible to come through a 

whole sequence of stages within a reasonable time, and the number of tr ial 

interchanges is s t i l l large enough for the aim set by the internal optimality 

condition to be fulfilled quite well. 

* The equilibrium core concept was defined in te rms of fixed shuffling 

schemes, but it is also used when the shuffling scheme varies from stag* 

to stage. If only the same shuffling principle is used consistently all ove 

the sequence, the evolution of power form factor and discharge burn-up 

with time will on the average approach steady values which are the equi

librium values. 
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(j. 1. Shuffling Optimization Based on Many Trial Interchanges 

The shuffling routine, which is based on this direct optimization method, 

is considered in detail in this section. It is included as an option in the 

SELMA 1 programme in parallel with the fast shuffling routines described 

in chapter 7. F i r s t , however, we shall consider the methods for prediction 

of the cycle time and the end-of-cycle state of the fuel. These methods are 

also applied in the fast shuffling routines. 

6 . 1 . 1 . Prediction of Cycle Time 

For the reasons given in section 3. 6 we want \o perform the shuffling 

in the way that makes the burn-up distribution optimal towards the end-of-

cycle. For this purpose a prediction of the cycle time At is necessary. 

Only a coarse estimate of fit is needed, as it is only used to predict the 

burn-up of the fuel at a time towards the end-of-cycle, not necessarily at 

the discharge time itself. 

If there is only one fuel enrichment present in the core, which is the 

case as soon as the initial fuel load is discharged, the prediction of the cycle 

time is made in the same way as the determination of the last burn-up time 

step of each cycle. Then we have 

I m - 1(0) 
At = - 2 , (6.1) 

C P 

where I is approximately the average core irradiation at the discharge of 

the previous cycle (cf. section 3. 7), and T(0) is the actual value of the 

average core irradiation. 

If the initial core contains fuel of different enrichments, the cycle time 

is predicted by calculating how long t ime the actual fuel in the core would 

have to be irradiated in an imagined constant flux distribution "P * before Q 

reached Q*. 9 * and "Q* a re the flux and average Q for the relevant ideal 

Q-distribution (at end-of-cycle). Since Q is not a linear function of I, it is 

clear that the value found for At depends on how the fuel is distributed in 

the core. It was found that the small routine, which calculates At by an 

iterative interpolation method, gave sufficiently good est imates when the 

enrichment distribution of the initial core was made up intuitively, guided 

by the ideal Q-distribution. As for the second and later cycles the fuel is 

not rearranged just after discharge, before the prediction of At . 

6 .1 .2 . Prediction of the End-of-Cycle State 

The burn-up distribution at the end-of-cycle is predicted by assuming 
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that the flux may be maintained constant equal to ?» throughout the cycle. 
During the search for the optimal shuffling scheme the batches are inter
changed in pairs. Suppose that the batches of regions number j and k are 
interchanged. Then the irradiations for these batches at the end-of-cycle 
are predicted as 

Ij(4te> = V°> + ^ f , k ^ ' p c <6 2a> 

W = V 0 ) + "Lf. j ( 0 ) 'k"c (6- 2b) 

For the remaining batches we have 

In(Atc) = In(0) + a ^ n(0)T* * c ) ' "" " * (6. 2c) 
n / j ,k 

In these expressions the time i s set to zero at the start-of-cycle, a is a 

normalization constant giving the correct power level. 

6 .1 . 3. The Shuffling Routine 

The search technique consists in stepping regions numbers j and k 
through the values 1 - j ( N, and j ( k rf N. For each new value of j and k 
the end-of-cycle state i s predicted and a flux-eigenvalue calculation is 
carried out for the predicted end-of-cycle burn-up distribution. The re
sulting average control poison cross section and power form factor are 
compared with the values from previous trial interchanges, and the optimal 
interchange according to internal optimality condition (1) or (2) is remem
bered. After each eigenvalue calculation bathees j and k are put back into 
their original regions before the next trial interchange. After completion 
of the search the pair of batches which gave optimum conditions of power 
form factor and average control poison cross section are interchanged 
permanently, and a search for a new pair of batches to be interchanged is 
initiated. 

When L interchanges have been performed, or when the fuel distribu
tion cannot be further improved by interchange of any two batches, the 
shuffling i s stopped. If the number of interchanges is L, the total number 
of flux-eigenvalue calculations per shuffling is seen to be wLN(N-1). During 
the shuffling a single fuel batch may have participated in several interchanges. 
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Therefore the shuffling is finished with a determination of the simplest 

shuffling scheme which leads to the same result. 

The result of the shuffling is a new I (O)-distribution, which is now 

burned in steps as described in section 3. 7. 

It is seen that, although v* is used for the prediction of the burn-up at 

the end-of-cycle, the shuffling is in principle performed independently of 

the ideal Q-distribution Q*, so if the Q-distribution found at the end of a 

late cycle, when the equilibrium state is reached, is in agreement with the 

ideal Q-distribution calculated by IBU t, this is taken as a support of the 

theory in chapter 5. 

6 .1 .4 . Results 

In the following a series of cases calculated by the SELMA 1 programme 

are described. When nothing i s specially mentioned, the results were ob

tained for the BriWR 750 MWe reactor with natural uranium fuel in the initial 

core as well as in the equilibrium core. In all the cases in this chapter the 

core is partitioned into 18 regions. The flux calculation is performed with 

22 meshes in the core and 3 in the reflector. The power shaping routine i s 

normally used with all the meshes of the core as control meshes (22 control 

domains). Later in the present and the following chapter a few cases are 

given to illustrate the effects of varying numbers of regions, different en

richments in the initial core, and reduction of the number of control domains. 

6 . 1 . 4 . 1 . On-Load Simulation. On-load is simulated by setting the num

ber of batches discharged per cycle N , = 1 and using the discharge criterion 

C d = 3 x 10" 5 cm"' . 

The core history obtained in a case with minimum power form factor as 

the internal optimality condition is shown in fig. 1 9. The maximum number 

of batch interchanges per cycle L was 5. As explained in connection with 

the flow diagram of SELMA 1 (fig. 6) each eigenvalue calculation i s succeeded 

by an absorber power flattening calculation", and the burn-up calculation is 

based on the power distribution from the power flattening calculation. The 

form factors of both of the power distributions are shown as functions of time 

in fig. 1 9. The form factor from the eigenvalue calculation (with uniform 

control poison distribution in this case) is an expression of the performance 

of the shuffling routine, while the form factor from power flattening expresses 

The term power flattening is used when p* = 1 in the power shaping routine. 

The term power shaping is used when p* i s specified as the power shape 

corresponding to the ideal Q-distribution (cf. section 4. 3.1) 
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the combined effects of shuffling and power flattening. It is seen that the 

eigenvalue calculation gives a form factor about 1. 9 for the initial core. 

For comparison the form factor for a bare, infinite homogeneous cylinder 

is 2. 31 6. The power flattening is very effective for the initial core as long 

as the control poison level "C is high. At the end of the first cycle and in 

the next few cycles it is difficult to keep the power shape flat. This part of 

the curves shall later be referred to as the "initial transient". After a few 

cycles the form factors attain on the average a steady value. The average 

form factor i s 1.18 for the eigenvalue calculations and 1.10 for the power 

flattening method. 

The average control poison c ross section H is seen to decrease with 

time between the refuellings, and it is seen that the decreasing rate is 

rather constant except in the first cycles. The power flattening method 

gives somewhat lower values of ^ than the eigenvalue method, because the 

control poison is mainly distributed in the inner part of the core where the 

power is flat. Here the poison is more effective than in the outer part where 

the power density i s low. The discharge criterion is applied on C from the 

eigenvalue calculation, and it is seen that the automatic determination of the 

burn-up step At works satisfactorily for the equilibrium core, whereas it 

is less good in the cycles after the first discharge. 

The burn-up of the discharged fuel i s seen to be small for the first 

batches discharged. In later cycles the discharge burn-up increases. After 

514 days batch No. 18 is discharged as the last batch of the initial core. The 

next batch discharged has a much lower burn-up, because it has not been 

irradiated for more than the 313 days from the end of the first cycle. 

Although the state of the fuel is not yet in equilibrium, the sequence of 

cycles is sufficiently long for the Q-distribution at the end of the last cycle 

after about 600 days to be compared with the ideal Q-distribution from the 

IBXJ1 calculation (which was not used in the shuffling routine). This is done 

in fig. 20. Of course the actual Q-distribution cannot be expected to be a 

smooth curve as was the case with the ideal Q-distribution Q *, However, 

it i s seen that the Q-distribution on the average corresponds fairly well to 

Q*. Below in the same figure the corresponding power distributions are 

compared. The actual power distribution p is that obtained from the eigen

value calculation. A similar comparison was made for several of the cycles 

with as good agreement as in fig. 20, so it is concluded that the ideal Q-

distribution found by the irradiation flattening method is adequate as a ref

erence Q-distribution in the fast shuffling routines described in chapter 7. 
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The core history shown in fig. 21 was obtained with the internal optimal

l y condition (2), highest cri t ical control poison level, and F * 1. 50. It is 
m 

seen that the objective of getting higher discharge burn-up is fulfilled. The 
average burn-up of the first eighteen batches (first core) discharged is 8697 

MWD/TU to be compared with 7414 MWD/TU for the first eighteen batches 

of fig. 1 9. The discharge burn-up gets more stable than in fig. 1 9, but the 

irradiation time is too short to conclude that equilibrium has been attained. 

The power form factors a r e seen to be a little higher than 1. 50. The 

end-.f-cycle form factor from the eigenvalue calculation is of special inter

est since the objective of the shuffling routine is to achieve optimum condi

tions at the end-of-cycle. It i s seen that the end-of-cycle values a re very 

close to 1. 50. It is interesting that the form factor approaches F , although 

the form factor condition is only F * F . The power shaping routine is seen 

to give more stable form factor values than those obtained by the eigenvalue 

routine. The power shaping routine is seen to give the higher control poison 

level. This is because most of the poison i s distributed in the outer regions, 

where it is less effective than in the inner regions because of low power 

density near the reflector. 

In fig. 22 the Q-distribution at the end of the last cycle in fig. 21 i s 

compared with two ideal Q-distributions from the IBU1 programme. It is 

seen that the agreement i s bet ter with the ideal Q-distribution with a form 

factor F - 1.40 than that with F = 1. 50. That it must be so is understood 

from the fact that the actual power distribution p cannot be smooth like p», 

and since the power peaks are not allowed to exceed the plateau of p* with 

F = 1. 50, i ts average value over the central regions must necessari ly be 

somewhat smaller . Consequently the fast shuffling routines which fit the 

actual Q-distributions to the ideal Q-distribution must be expected to give 

somewhat higher form factors than the power form factor of the ideal d is

tribution. 

In table 3 the maximum and average values of form factors and d i s 

charge burn-ups derived from figs. 1 9 and 21 a re given as case 1 and case 

3 respectively. Case 2 i s another example with the form factor limit F m = 

1.25. 

In the evaluation of form factors the equilibrium period was generally 

reckoned from the t ime when about twenty-five batches had been discharged 

(N = 1 8). At about that t ime the steady state as regards the form factor was 

found to commence in cases with long irradiation times, calculated with the 

application of the fast shuffling routines (chapter 7). 
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Since full equilibrium is not obtained in the present cases, the evalu
ated equilibrium form factors must be taken with some rese /ation. From 
a theoretical point of view the most interesting figures are the equilibrium 
values of the maximum end-of-cycle form factor, obtained by the eigenvalue 
routine, and the average and maximum form factors from power shaping, 
which give an impression of the performance of the shuffling routine and the 
absorber power shaping routine. 

The discharge burn-ups were found to be best represented by the aver
age discharge burn-up per full core discharged. In the present cases only 
one full core was discharged. The average discharge burn-up for the first 
core load is seen to increase with increasing F . The maximum discharge 
burn-up given in each case is an expresston of the spread of irradiations. 
In almost all the cases investigated the maximum was found at the discharge 
of one of the last batches of the initial core load. 

In all of the cases the computing time on the B6500 was 53 seconds 
processor time per cycle with L * 5. 

6 .1 .4 . 2. Off-Load Simulation. Off-load management i s simulated by 
discharging one third of the core per cycle (N. = 6) and using the discharge 
criterion £T,= 0. 

The core history in a case with minimum power form factor is shown in 
fig. 23. The maximum number of batch interchanges per cycle L is 10. 
Burn-up proceeds in steps of thirty days. The power form factor from the 
eigenvalue calculation is seen to be large at the beginning of some of the 
cycles, but at the beginning-of-cycle the power flattening is very effective. 
Towards the end-of-cycle as power flattening gets inefficient, the eigenvalue 
form factor decreases to a rather low value. For the equilibrium core the 
maximum end-of-cycle form factor is 1. 24, and the average form factor 
with power flattening i s 1.1 2. The discharge burn-ups shown below in the 
figure are the average burn-ups of the six batches discharged simultaneously. 
All the characteristic values from fig. 23 are given in table 3, case 4. 

In fig. 24 the Q-distribution from the end of the last cycle is compared 
with the ideal Q-distribution with minimum form factor. It is seen that 
Q* = 0 in the central regions, because C* was specified as zero in the 
IBU1 calculation. 

In fig. 25 is shown i case with minimization of the form factor at the 
s tart-of-cycle. The calculations were performed by formally setting 
At = 0 in expressions {£. 2a-c) and then in other respects making the same 
calculations as for fig. 23. At the start-of-cycle the form factors are 
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excellent, but the end-of-cycle values are higher than in fig. 23. For the 

equilibrium core the form factors from power flattening have an average of 

1.13 and a maximum of 1. 30. The form factor increases because the power 

density decreases in the central regions owing to faster burn-up than in the 

outer regions. The case illustrates the advantage of using end-of-cycle 

optimization. 

The initial core with only one enrichment is seen to give a high initial 

form factor transient and require a high control poison level. Further the 

burn-up of the initial fuel load i s bad. In fig. 26 is shown the results from 

a case where the initial core is composed of 6 batches with natural uranium, 

4 with 0. 66% U 2 3 5 , 6 with 0. 6% U 2 3 5 , and 2 with 0. 5% U 2 3 5 . In later cycles 

the reload fuel i s natural uranium (o. 712%). As a result the form factors 

are improved and the control poison level reduced. The discharge burn-ups 

are not very informative as they are average values for differently depleted 

fuel (table 3, case 5). 

The Q-distribution from the end of the first cycle is compared with the 

ideal Q-distribution in fig. 27. With the given composition the range of Q-

values in the initial core i s not as broad as in the equilibrium core (cf. fig. 

24), so the agreement cannot be expected to be much better than in the 

figure. 

The core history shown in fig. 28 is from a case with the internal op-

timality condition (2), which gives maximum fuel burn-up with limited power 

form factor. Again the power form factor from the eigenvalue calculation 

i s rather haphazard at the start-of-cycle, but at the end-of-cycle the form 

factor gets close to F - 1. 50. In this case the power shaping routine does 

not do its task of keeping the form factor close to F throughout the cycle 

very well. As mentioned in chapter 4, the power shaping routine was first 

made for power flattening only and later extended to include power shaping. 

This extension i s expected to be improved by some further work. 

In fig. 28 the initial core was composed of 8 batches with natural uranium 
235 and 10 batches with 0. 6% U . This composition was too stiff for the Q-

distribution at the end of the first cycle to get in accordance with the ideal 

Q-distribution Q*. In another case with four enrichments (the same as in 

fig. 26) in the initial core, the accordance with Q* was better, but still not 

satisfactory. Because of the strong non-linearity of Q vs. I (fig. 3) it was 

difficult with this special reactor type to make a composition of the initial 

core which at the same time possessed a large range of Q-values and did 

not get subcritical immediately after start-up. It i s now realized that 

slightly enriched uranium fuel should have been tried together with natural 
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and depleted uranium. However, further work bad to be given up because 
of shortage of time. 

As the reload fuel i s natural uranium, the discharge burn-up for the 
equilibrium core in fig. 28 is comparable with the discharge burn-up from 
the case with minimum form factor. The values taken from tig. 28 are 
given in case 6 of table 3. The equilibrium discharge burn-up i s seen to 
be about 520 MWD/TU higher than in case 4. 

6.2. Reduction of the Number of Trial Interchanges 

When the core i s refuelled, large perturbations are introduced in the 
N. regions where burnt fuel i s exchanged for new fuel. Obviously one of 
the batches to be interchanged must be searched for in these regions. This 
idea is the basis for the reduction of the number of trial interchanges. 

6. 2 .1. The Search Technique 

In the search for the first pair of batches to be interchanged j is stepped 
through the numbers of those regions that have just been refuelled (Nd num
bers). For each j-value, k i s stepped through the remaining region num
bers (N-Nj numbers). In any other respect the best pair of batches to be 
interchanged permanently i s determined in the same way as described in 
section 6.1. In the second search j is stepped through N.+1 numbers, 
namely the numbers of the N. regions that were refuelled and the region 
whose fuel was just interchanged with the fresh fuel from one of these regions. 
k i s now stepped through the N-N.-1 numbers of hitherto unchanged regions. 
By continuing the search in this way, a new batch i s involved in the shuffling 
for each new search. The shuffling is finished when the number of batch 
interchanges is L, or when no further imprw /ement is possible. The total 
number of trial interchanges per cycle is seen to be reduced to N J ( N - N J ) + 
(Nd+1 )(N-Nd-1) + + (Nd+ L-1 )(N-Nd-L+1). 

6. 2.2. On-Load Calculations with Few Trial Interchanges 

A few on-load examples shall be given for comparison with cases 1 and 
3 from section 6 .1 .4 .1 . 

The case with form factor minimization in fig. 29 is seen to give slight
ly higher form factors than found in case 1 (fig. 19). The discharge burn-up 
has not yet become stable after more than two full cores' irradiation time, 
and some weak periodic variation is also seen for the form factors. (At the 
start of discharge some details are missing in the figure, because six 
batches were discharged at very small time intervals). Fig. 29 corresponds 
to case 7 in table 3. 
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In case 8 only one pair of batches i s allowed to be interchanged per 

cycle. As a result the form factor increases to as high values as 1.37 with 

eigenvalue calculation and 1. 24 with power flattening. Because of the in

crease in form factor it i s not surprising that the discharge burn-up is in

creased relative to case 7. 

The core history with maximum burn-up and F = 1. 50 is shown in 

fig. 30, which corresponds to case number 9 in table 3. The results are 

seen to be largely as good as those of case 3 (fig. 21). The average dis

charge burn-ups for core 2 given in cases 9 and 10 must be taken with the 

reservation that they are only based on the first fifteen batches of core 2. 

Case number 10 corresponds to case 9 with the difference that only one 

batch interchange i s allowed per cycle. 

The computing time on the B6500 was about 15 seconds processor time 

per cycle in cases 7 and 9. 

6. 3 . Fixed Shuffling Schemes 

The SELMA 1 programme includes an option which uses fixed, input-

specified shuffling schemes. The results of a case with a three-zone out-in 

scheme and another case with a mixed scatter loading scheme are given as 

cases 11 and 12 in table 4. The refuelling schemes are given below the table. 

In case 12 the two refuelling schemes are applied alternately in every second 

cycle. The discharge conditions correspond to off-load refuelling. 

In the case with three-zone out-in the form factors from the eigenvalue 

calculation are tolerable. In the equilibrium core the power density i s low 

at the centre, but not extremely low as the reactor is not very large. In 

the mixed scatter loading case a high power peak arises at the centre in 

every second cycle, when batch number 13 is reloaded into region number 1. 

In both of the cases the form factor is reduced by absorber power flattening. 

It i s noted that the equilibrium discharge burn-up i s about 250 MWD/TU 

higher in case 11 than in case 12. 

The two cases should be compared with case 4 (and case 18 which shall 

be treated later). It should be remembered that the use of fixed shuffling 

schemes has the disadvantage that deviations in refuelling time or from the 

fixed scheme will bring the state of the core out of equilibrium, which gives 

r i se to excursions of the power form factor from the steady state value. In 

that respect the self-management methods are more flexible. 

Case number 13 is a special case of some theoretical interest, since 

the eighteen-zone in-out scheme was expected to give absolutely maximum 
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discharge burn-up. This expectation was based on the results from two 
other calculations. 

The first case was an 1BU1 calculation with burn-up optimization where 
the form factor limit was removed (in practice by giving F a very high 
value). The resulting ideal Q-distribution was a simple two-zone distribu
tion with Q = Qu in a central zone and Q = Q in an outer zone. The usual 
central zone with flat power distribution completely disappeared (cf. s ec 
tion 5. 2.3). The eighteen-zone in-out scheme gives an equilibrium core in 
which the highest Q-value is also at the centre, and with radially decreasing 

Q. 
The other case was calculated with SEL.MA1 using the direct shuffling 

optimization method with F = 100. The results clearly pointed in the di
rection of the eighteen-zone in-out scheme as the optimal shuffling scheme. 
All the batch interchanges moved fuel with higher irradiation outwards and 
fuel with lower irradiation inwards. Because of the limitations of the search 
technique, however, the resulting scheme did not become a pure in-out 
scheme, but the results were very close to those given in table 4, case 3, 
for the pure scheme. 

Surprisingly the equilibrium discharge burn-up of 9325 MWD/TU from 
case 13 appeared not to be the maximum obtainable discharge burn-up. In 
a later case (1 7) as high a value as 9623 MWD/TU was obtained. 

A further investigation showed that the fundamental hypothesis (cf. sec
tion 5. 2.1) that the decreasing rate of the eigenvalue (here control poison 
level) is independent of the shuffling scheme becomes invalid in this extreme 
case. At moderate form factors the hypothesis i s a good approximation, but 
at the excessive form factors in case 13 the decreasing rate of the control 
poison level is very high. This can be illustrated by the following decreasing 
rates of the average control poison cross section dC/dt obtained for three 
on-load cases with SELMA 1: 

Min. power form factor: 

Max. discharge burn-up with F = 1. 50 

Eighteen-zone in-out: 

The values are equilibrium core values at end-of-cycle obtained by using 
small burn-up steps (5 days). 

Even though the poison level i s made highest by eighteen-zone in-out 
shuffling, 7 decreases so fast that the cycle time becomes shorter than 
in the case with F _ - 1. 50. 

0.90 x 10 cm"' day"1 

1.18 x i o " 6 cm"1 day"1 

3.67 x i o " 6 cm"1 day"' 
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7. FAST SHUFFLING METHODS 

The fast shuffling methods which shall be considered in this chapter 

rely on empirical rules for fitting the predicted Q-distribution at the end-

of-cycle to one of the ideal Q-distributions calculated by IBU1. In the pre

vious chapter it was shown that the end-of-cycle Q-distributions obtained 

by direct shuffling optimization were in good agreement with the ideal Q-

distributions, although the distributions are in principle obtained independ

ently of each other. Inversely, a shuffling method that makes a good fit of 

the end-of-cycle Q-distribution to the ideal Q-distribution must be supposed 

to achieve optimum conditions in the core. 

All the fast shuffling methods are designed to make their decisions, ex

clusively on the basis of the Q-distributions, rendering flux calculations in 

support of the decisions superfluous. The minimum integrated Q-deviations 

method, which shall be described first, i s clearly the most reliable fitting 

method. It gives even better results for the equilibrium core than the direct 

method. However, it has the drawback that it requires almost all of the 

batches of the core to be moved at each shuffling. Consequently the method 

i s not suitable for on-load purposes. In the search for feasible on-load 

methods a lot of different fitting rules were devised and tested. The most 

promising methods shall be described. 

The work was concentrated on solving the equilibrium core problem. 

The ideal Q-distributions correspond to equilibrium conditions because of 

the way the limits Qu and Q are chosen. The same ideal Q-distribution 

i s used throughout the reactor life from the very start. During the ap

proach to equilibrium, therefore, the actual distribution of the fuel cannot 

be expected to be fully opt -nal. 

The few investigations of initial cores containing different enrichments 

give good prospectb of optimizing the initial core too by means of the self-

management method. But as long as the method for optimization of the 

external decisions, especially those concerning the enrichments, is not 

developed, it cannot be said whether the ideal Q-distribution corresponding 

to equilibrium core conditions i s adequate for the initial core too, or whether 

some other ideal Q-distribution(s) with other Qu- and Q -values apply 

better to the initial core. The answer to that question depends on the width 

of the range of Q-values in the initial core, which is to be found by the ex

ternal optimization. 
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7.1 • The Minimum Integrated Q-Deviations Method 

It appears from the figures in which the end-of-cycle Q-distributions 

from direct shuffling optimization were compared with the ideal Q-distri

butions that the single Q -values may deviate quite much from Q*, but the 

integrated Q-deviations [ ) (Q_-Q1) I seldom become greater than the 

rO 
greatest value of j Q -Q!L f for arbitrary region numbers m and n. This 

observation i s the basis of the present method which i s designed to minimize 
the integrated Q-deviations at the end-of-cycle. 

7.1.1 • Prediction of the Q-Deviations at the End-of-Cycle 

Like all of the other fast shuffling methods the present method works 
on the predicted end-of-cycle Q-values QL(&t ) obtained by interpolation in 
the burn-up table for the predicted burn-up IL(4*C) a« obtained from (6.2a-c). 
For the sake of abbreviation the argument At shall be omitted in the fol
lowing. 

The predicted end-of-cycle Q-distribution Q^ and the ideal Q-distribu-
tion Q? generally have somewhat different levels. Before the shuffling the 
level of Q* i s shifted to the level of Q^ by adding the amount 5 ' -"Q"* to Q .̂ 
The resulting distribution is denoted q*. 

"n" = <% + <$' "S* 1 " <7-') 

The predicted Q-deviations at the end-of-cycle axe now given by 

i(3n= %-1i- <7Z> 

This elaboration might seem trivial, but it i s done because q* is cal
culated before the shuffling, whereas AQ_ has to be recalculated every time 
a fuel batch i s moved to another region, partly because q* is different in 
the new region, and partly because Q* changes as a consequence of the 
change in ©* cf. (6. 2a-b). The recalculation of AQ_ is implied any time 
the Q-deviation is used in the expressions of the different shuffling routines. 

7.1. 2, The Shuffling Method 

The shuffling method is now simply to search for the fuel distribution 

with 
n 

min I J AQ, I . (7.3) 
1*n*N h.A r-1 
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understood in the way that the search starts with n = 1 and moves outwards 

until n • N. For the arbitrary region number n the search for the "best" 

fuel batch to be allocated to that region i s carried out among all the batches 

belonging to regions with numbers greater than, or equal to n. Suppose 

that batch number j i s found to satisfy (7.3) best for region number n, (j - n). 

Then batches n and j are interchanged, and the search can be continued 

with region number n + 1. The total number of trial interchanges i s seen 

t o b e V ™ ; -

By starting the search at the centre the number of options becomes 
largest for the central region and i s reduced outwards. This has the ad
vantage that the Q-deviations become smallest at the centre which i s the 
place where the power shape i s most sensitive to deviations from Q*. 

The batch number j to be allocated to region number 1, (n - 1) i s re 

quired to satisfy the additional condition 

**J.I < ^ 1 A "*J ,1 > " 3 4 Q I i f i Q l * ° -

and ' (7.4) 

where AQ. i s the Q-deviation before the interchange, and 4Q. . is the Q-

deviation according to (7. 2) recalculated for batch number j at position 

n = 1. In plain talk the additional condition for region number 1 prefers 

negative to positive Q-deviations by a factor of three. This condition was 

introduced because of the experience that a high positive AQ. gives a large 

power peak at the centre. The same condition is introduced in the on-load 

shuffling methods which are described later. 

7 .1 .3 . Burn-up Giving Zero Integrated Reactivity 

In fuel management it is common practice to use the burn-up I giving 

zero integrated reactivity as a standard of reference for evaluation of the 

obtainable burn-up of a given reactor with a given refuelling scheme. This 

quantity i s defined in terms of the reactivity curve P(I) for the point burn-up 

model by the expression 

J (P(D-Po)dI = 0, (7.5) 
o 

where P i s the reactivity at which the reactor is refuelled. I may be 

interpreted as the obtainable burn-up for a hypothetical reactor with con-
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tinuous refuelling auid homogeneous mixing-up of fresh and irradiated fuel 
in the core, and with a refuelling rate adjusted to give constant reactivity 
t>0 ot the reactor. 

The reactivity curve p (I), and I corresponding to p " 0 are given in 
addition to the cross sections as results from the PBU programme (ref. 12). 
The result for the BHWR 750 MW reactor was IQ - 10592 MWD/TU. This 

value of I is used as the standard of reference in the off-load calculations. 
5 - 1 For the on-load cases the discharge criterion C j " 3 * 10" cm" must be 

transformed into the corresponding reactivity. For the point burn-up model 
the connection between the excess reactivity and the corresponding critical 
control poison cross section is given by the relation 

C = K» V '7- 6> 

The corresponding values of p and k̂  E making C = 3 x 1 0 " cm' were 
found at 5050 MWD/TU, where p » 0. 90%. This reactivity was applied as p 
in (7- 5), which then gave I * 9445 MWD/TU. This value is used as the 
standard of reference in the on-load cases. 

The entry denoted a in tables 5 and 7 i s the discharge burn-up ratio, 
defined by 

« = ^a- . (7.7) 
o 

where I i s the equilibrium average discharge burn-up. The calculated 
a-values shall be commented later. 

7.1. 4. On-Load Results for the BHWR 750 MWe 

The results from a series of calculations for the BHWR 750 MWe reactoi 
performed by means of the minimum integrated Q-deviations method are 
given in table 5. Most of the problems are the same as those treated by the 
direct optimization method so only a few remarks shall be spent on the single 

cases, except for new effects. For general remarks concerning the table 
and the accompanying figures the reader is referred to chapter 6. With the 
present method the computing time is reduced to 1.8 seconds processor 
time per cycle (about 0.3 seconds for the shuffling alone), which facilitates 
the computation of long core histories. The irradiation times were made 
sufficiently long for full equilibrium to be established. 

The first four cases, 14 to 17, simulate on-load refuelling. Three of 
the corresponding form factor histories are shown in fig. 31, and the curves 
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in fig. 32 show the discharge burn-ups versus discharge number from the 

start-of-Iife. It i s seen that the form factors from the eigenvalue calcula

tion make some initial transients and then approach steady values somewhat 

higher than the ideal form factors, as might be expected on the basis of the 

discussion of fig. 22. The power shaping routine is seen to work satisfac

torily in all of the cases . From Sg. 32 it i s seen that the approach to equi

librium of the discharge burn-ups occurs a little later than for the form 

factors. The initial transient of the burn-ups i s seen to be smaller relative 

to the steady value, the larger F is made. As a rule the average dis

charge burn-up of the third core can be used as the equilibrium value. The 

equilibrium discharge burn-up i s increased by 18% at F - 1. 50 relative to 

the burn-up at minimum form factor (F - 1.08). The values of a are 

quite high in the on-load cases in which the refuelling approaches the con

tinuous refuelling model. There i s no contradiction in the fact that a ) 1 in 

case 17, because the fuel i s not mixed homogeneously. On the contrary the 

fresh fuel i s placed in the interior part of the core where the flux level is 

high, and the highly irradiated fuel i s placed near the reflector where the 

flux i s low (cf. fig. 17). 

In cases 15, 16, and 17 the shuffling schemes become cyclic in the 

equilibrium state. In case number 14 the shuffling i s still non-cyclic at 

cycle number 81, at which the calculation was stopped. In table 6 the 

shuffling schemes obtained from the SELMA 1 calculations are given. For 

case 14 the last three shufflings are given. In case 16 two slightly different 

shuffling schemes were applied alternately in every second cycle from cycle 

number 61 and on. In case 17 four schemes were applied alternately. The 

cyclicity will be recognized in fig. 32. 

In fig. 33 the Q-distribution taken from one of the equilibrium core 

cycles of case 14 i s shown together with the ideal Q-distribution. It i s seen 

that the best approximation to Q* i s achieved at the centre because of the 

special search technique of the shuffling routine. 

The burn-up spectra given in fig. 37 are equilibrium burn-up spectra 

from each of the cases 14 to 17. They are obtained from the burn-up dis

tribution in the equilibrium core at the end-of-cycle by arranging the fuel 

batches in one of the last cycles in order of increasing burn-up. The single 

points are connected with smooth curves in order to facilitate the survey. 

At low form factor the burn-up spectrum becomes almost linear. At in

creasing form factor the burn-up spectrum becomes distorted because in 

the last cycles before discharge the fuel i s placed in the regions with low 

power densities. 
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The burn-up spectra may be utilized for the determination of values of 

Q and Q for IBU1. In the present investigation the behaviour of the r e 

actor was of course known from many previous cases, so there were no 

problems with the determination of the Q-limits corresponding to equilib

rium core conditions. Actually large freedom :'s alllowed in the choice of 

Q-limits without significant deterioration of the results from SELMA 1. 

The following directives can be suggested for the choice of Q-limits for 

other reactors: 

(1) Determine IQ from the reactivity curve p(I) obtained from the 

point burn-up or cell calculation. 

(2) Select the burn-up spectrum shape corresponding to the desired 

form factor limit F „ . m 

(3) Guess a value of a, taking into account the refuelling method, 

form factor limit F__, reactor size. etc. m* * 

(4) Draw a new burn-up spectrum on the basis of these ingredients. 

The burn-up values at the low end are used for the determination 

of Q by entering the burn-up curve Q vs. I as determined from 

the point burn-up or cell data, and the burn-ups at the high end of 

the burn-up spectrum are used for the determination of Q in a 

similar manner. 

Case number 21 in table 5 corresponds to case 14. The difference is 

that only three meshes are used as control meshes simulating banks of 

control rods. The ideal Q-distribution used as the reference distribution 

in this case was that shown in fig. 14. In the SELMA 1 calculation the eigen

value calculations were performed with equal poison in the three control 

meshes, and the remaining meshes clean of poison (in contradistinction to 

the previous cases, where the control poison distribution was uniform). 

The absorber power shaping routine worked with three control domains as 

described in chapter 4. The performance i s seen to be nice with slightly 

higher form factors and lower discharge burn-up than in case 14, 

7. T. 5. Off-Load Results for the BHWR 750 MWe 

Case number 1 8 in table 5 ie an off-load simulation with minimum form 

factor. The corresponding fig. 34 exhibits very stable operation in the 

equilibrium state. It is seen by comparison with case 4 that the form factor 

from power flattening is smaller in the present case. This is supposed to 

be the reason why the equilibrium discharge burn-up is smaller . The value 

of a is significantly lower at off-load than at on-load simulation. The r e -
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fuelling scheme, which i s given in table 6, becomes cyclic from cycle num

ber 10. 

In case number 1 9 the initial core i s composed of the same four en

richments as were used in case 5. The form factors given in table 5 a re 

the initial values, i. e. taken over the first three cycles. It is remarkable 

that this case ends up with the same shuffling scheme in the equilibrium 

state as the previous case , and that cyclicity occurs before. In this case 

too the integrated Q-deviations method gives better resul ts than the direct 

method. 

In case 22 the control poison is res t r ic ted to three control meshes in 

the same way as in the on-load case (21). The resul ts should be compared 

with those of case 1 8. Generally higher form factors lead to higher dis

charge burn-up, but on the other hand the discrete poison distribution seems 

to lower the obtainable burn-up. The latter effect seems to have been p re 

vailing in this case. The large initial transient is found at the end of the 

first cycle where the control poison level is zero, making power flattening 

impossible. 

The core history shown in fig. 35 is from case 20. In this case the 

power shaping i s working satisfactorily in contradistinction to case 6. The 

undesirable peaks at end-of-cycle a re due to a limitation of the shuffling 

method in connection with the strong non-linearity of Q as a function of I 

(fig. 3). One of the Q-distributions at end-of-cycle i s shown in fig. 36 in 

order to i l lustrate the bad fit to Q* in this case. It i s seen that the problem 

a r i ses with region number 1 8, where Q gets much too high. This is ex

plained by reference to expressions (7.1 -3). q* was calculated before the 

shuffling for the shuffling problem (7. 3) to come right (at the termination 

of the search there is no choice for region number n = N, because the search 

i s always carr ied out among the regions j - n). However, as a consequence 

of the recalculation of Q< and 2Q any t ime a batch i s moved, the level ^ ' 

i s changed currently during the shuffling on account of the non-linearity of 

Q vs. I. A detailed study of the present case has shown that the level Q' 

increases because the shuffling makes the predicted irradiations I' of the 

fresh fuel shift from one side of the maximum on the Q vs. I curve to the 

other, keeping Q' almost constant for these batches, whereas the batches 

that a re moved from regions with high power density to the outer regions 

with low power density get a nigh increase in Q*. This is the reason why 

the shuffling problem (7. 3) does not come right at the termination, when 

n = 18. 
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Although the power peak is found near the centre, the maldistribution 
of Qn is thought to have the responsibility. With a better fit to the ideal 
Q-distribution the cycle time would probably become longer (giving higher 
burn-up), and as the power peak is on fast return (cf. fig. 35), the form 
factor might then attain a lower value at the end-of-cycle. However, the 
problem is very complicated as any change in the shuffling method interferes 
with the equilibrium core burn-up spectrum as well as the cycle time. 

The answer to the question why the same problem (with opposite sign) 
did not arise in case 1 8, i s firstly that the power differences are not so 
large for the various regions, and secondly that the predicted irradiations 
1' for the fresh fuel do not move around the plutonium top when the fuel i s 
shuffled, but at slightly higher irradiations. 

When the detailed mechanism, had been realized, the defect could have 
been remedied by recalculating q* after the shuffling and repeating the 
shuffling immediately afterwards with the new and probably better level of 
q . However, this was not done. The problem i s expected to disappear in 
cases with enriched uranium fuel, where Q as a function of irradiation does 
not possess the strong non-linearity. 

In fig. 38 the burn-up spectra from the off-load cases 18 and 20 found 
analogously to the on-load spectra are shown. 

7. T. 6. Extension to II 65 MWe 

The minimum integrated Q-deviations method as well as the direct 
shuffling optimization method were tested in a series of cases calculated 
for a hypothetical BHWR 11 65 MWe reactor. The size of this reactor was 
chosen by proportioning the core of the BHWE 750 MWe reactor up in radial 
direction in the volumetric ratio 28/1 8. In this way the core radius became 
525. 0 cm. The core height, reflector thickness, average power density, 
etc. were the same as for the BHWR 750 MWe (cf. table 1), and the same 
burn-up tables (for natural uranium) were assumed (cf. figs. 3 and 4). The 
core was partitioned into 28 regions, each of which got the same volume as 
the regions in the 750 MWe reactor. 

The intention with these calculations was primarily to test the methods 
on a very large reactor and the effect of increasing the number of regions, 
and secondly to get an impression of the dependence of the burn-up ratio a 
on the reactor size. 

The performance of the two shuffling methods was found to be very 
similar to the performance in the 750 MW cases. The results from two 
on-load cases are given in table 7. Unfortunately, case 24 was too short 
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for the equilibrium discharge burn-up to be determined. It is expected to 
be very close to 10000 MWD/TU. However, the a-values are clearly seen 
to be increased as mi^ht be expected on account of the reduced influence 
of the leakage of neutrons out of the reactor on the reactivity. 

7.1 • 7. Yankee Calculations 

A few calculations were carried out for the Yankee reactor (ref. 11) 

with the purpose of testing the self-management method on a light-water 

reactor. The net production cross section Q as a function of burn-up was 

given in fig. S, and the main plant data are seen in table 2. The reactor 

was too small for getting physically very interesting results. However, it 

i s found interesting that the IBU1 programme, which calculates the ideal 

Q-distributions, gave as good convergence as in the heavy-water examples. 

The ideal Q-distribution with minimum power form factor is shown in 

fig. 39. The upper Q-limit Q corres^ onds to the equilibrium core burn-

up spectrum as obtained by SELMA 1. It i s seen that Q attains its upper 

limit everywhere, except in the three central regions, where the power 

shape i s flattened. On application of the ideal Q-distribution as the refer

ence distribution in SELMA 1, the results given in table 8, case 25, were 

obtained. The shuffling scheme ended up as a pure three-zone out-in scheme 

in the equilibrium state. The absorber power shaping routine keeps the 

form factor low for most of the cycle, but towards the end-of-cycle the form 

factor increases to 1.41 when the control poison is removed. In case 26 the 

three-zone out-in scheme was applied with the routine using fixed refuelling 

schemes. In that case the absorber power flattening routine was not used. 

This case gives a somewhat higher discharge burn-up. 

It is seen that the s ize of the Yankee reactor is near the lower limit of 

the range of applicability of the self-management method The degeneration 

of the ideal Q-distribution gave rise to some trouble. The upper Q-limits 

Qu had to be recalculated two times. In the first run with IBU 1 the upper 

Q-limit was specified everywhere as the maximum Q, corresponding to 

zero burn-up. That gave a form factor as low as 1. 03 with flat power dis

tribution in twelve of the eighteen regions constituting the core. The Q-

distribution was of the type shown in fig. 13 for the BHWR. On application 

of this first distribution as the reference distribution Q* in SEL'"U an 

equilibrium core burn-up spectrum was obtained. On the basis of this 

spectrum new Qu-values were determined and specified for a new IBU1 run. 

The whole procedure was repeated still once more, until there was reason

able accordance between the Qu-values based on the equilibrium core burn-up 
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spectrum from the last SELMA 1 calculation and those used in the previous 

IBUI calculation. 

Out of the six batches discharged at the end of an equilibrium core cycle 

the burn-up of the most irradiated batch is largely of the same magnitude as 

the burn-up of 10800 MWD/TU, at which Q crosses zero in fig. 5. It is 

supposed that IBUI cannot be used for a smaller reactor than that giving a 

highest burn-up corresponding to Q = "C-. (the discharge limit V, = 0 in this 

case). 

7. 2. The Sum of Least Squares of Integrated Q-Deviations Method 

In this method the number of batch moves in the core per shuffling is 

reduced. F i r s t the same search technique was tried as was used in the 

direct shuffling optimization method with L successive searches, each one 

resulting in a pair of batches being interchanged. The "best" pair of batches 

to be interchanged was taken as the batches of those regions, j and k, that 

minimized the integrated Q-deviations from regions numbers 1 to j and 

from 1 to k. Actually this method gave a promising improvement of the 

Q-distribution at the interchange of the first pair of batches, but the batches 

interchanged next spoiled the good result from the first interchange if they 

belonged to regions with smaller numbers than j and k from the first inter

change. 

It was learnt from this example that the whole shuffling had to be per

formed at once. In the sum of least squares of integrated Q-deviations 

method, which shall now be described, the number of batches involved in 

a shuffling is permanently three, one of which is always the batch with fresh 

mel. The shuffling method is designed for on-load refuelling only (Nj - 1). 

7. 2 . 1 . The Shuffling Method 

Suppose that region number n was refuelled. The search for two other 

batches j and k is then carried out among all of the other regions of the 

core, stepping j and k through the values 1 * j * W &nå 1 * k * N with the 

exception of j = n, k - n, and k = j . For each pair of numbers j and k the 

shuffling scheme n - * k - * j - n i e tried . The t r ia l shuffling that gives 

minimum of the expression 

x 
The resulting refuelling scheme is; Fresh fuel -*k •* j -*n-* discharge. 

Since both of the numbers j and k a re stepped through the same values, 

the different shuffling scheme n -»j *• k - n is also tried. 

I 
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N n 2 

n=1 r=l 

and satisfies the additional condition (7.4) i s taken as the "best" shuffling. 
By trial shuffling i s meant a preliminary shuffling for the calculation of 
(7. 8)f after which the three batches are put back into their original regions. 
The Q-deviations AQ are given by expressions (7. 2). The weight function 
w must be specified by the user. After completion of the search the 
shuffling that gave minimum of (7. 8) and satisfied (7.4) is performed per
manently. It is seen that the number of trial shufflings is (N-1) (N-2). 

7. 2. 2. Results 

The results from three of the cases calculated with this method are 

given in table 9. Cases 27 and 28 use the ideal Q-distribution with minimum 

form factor. In case 27 the weight function w i s made constant all over the 

core, and in case 28 the weight function is given the distribution shown be

low the table. In this case the central regions are given very high weight 

with the consequence that the integrated Q-deviations become smaller for 

the central regions than for those far from the centre. It is seen that the 

form factors were only slightly improved. The same problem was also cal

culated with still another weight function, but without any significant change 

in the results. 

Cases 27 and 28 should be compared with cases 7 and 8 in table 3. Un

fortunately no results are available for the direct shuffling optimization 

method with L - 2, which would have been the correct reference case. How

ever, the form factors from the eigenvalue calculation are slightly smaller 

in case 28 than in case 8, but higher than in case 7, indicating that the 

present shuffling method is acceptable in the minimum form factor case. 

The form factors from power flattening are better than those of case 8 as 

well as of case 7. The equilibrium discharge burn-up is seen to be slightly 

higher than in case 14, table 5. 

Case 29 i s of the burn-up optimization type with F m = 1.40. AB dis

cussed in section 6.1.4.1 in connection with fig. 22 the form factors might 

be expected to be slightly higher than F , no matter how well the actual 

Q-distribution was fitted tc the ideal Q-distribution by shuffling. This 

justifies the comparison of case 29 with cases 9 and 10, calculated with 

direct shuffling optimization at F = 1.50. Even on this basis of reference 

the form factors obtained by shuffling in case 29 are pretty high. However, 
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the power shaping routine gives acceptable form factors. As the target 
power shape p* in case 29 is different from p* in cases 9 and 10, the 
results of these three cases cannot be used directly for estimating whether 
the performance of the power shaping routine i s better when used in con
nection with the present shuffling method than in connection with the direct 
shuffling optimisation method, but there seems to be an indication to that 
effect. 

7. 3. The Three-Region Q-Deviatiuns Method 

The previous methods involve an integration in radial direction and 
may for that reason give rise to some trouble if the methods are going to 
be transferred to a two-dimensional model because of possible difficulties 
in defining paths of Integration. 

Contrary to these previous methods the three-region Q-deviations 
method relies on an evaluation of the state of each of the two fuel batches 
interchanged at a time, each one evaluated in connection with the fuel of 
its two neighbour regions. The analogy to this method in two dimensions 
is clearly seen to be the evaluation of the state of a fuel element in connec
tion with its nearest surroundings. Whether the method is fit for use in two 
dimensions i s difficult to say for the present. 

The method was developed in a number of variants, the best of which is 
described. The search technique i s the same as was used in the direct 
shuffling optimization method with few trial interchanges. 

7 .3 .1 . The Shuffling Method 

A shuffling consists of L searches, each one resulting in a pair of 
batches being interchanged (cf. section 6. 2.1). At each of the L searches 
j i s stepped through the numbers of the N, regions which were refuelled, 
and the regions which were involved in the present shuffling previously. 
For each j-value k is stepped through all of the hitherto unchanged regions 
(the remaining regions). The "best" pair of batches j and k to be inter
changed is taken as those giving minimum of the expression 

s j . k + s k . j - s j . r s k . k <7-9> 

and satisfying the additional condition (7.4). The three-region Q-deviation 
sums are given by 
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sk.k • ; ^ k + i<^k-i + 4«k + i>i wk 

(7.10a) 
Sj.k = la\k+l<^k-l + i«k+,)l-k 

except for the boundary regions, where (7. 10a) is replaced by 

S l . l = l ^ l + 4 « 2 l w l 
(7. !0b) 

S j . l = | A Q j j ] + A Q 2 | W , 

and 

S N . N = l*QN+«*»Br-1 ' W N 

(7.10c) 
S i , N " l « l j . H + « H - l l » K -

In these expressions &Qj js the Q-deviation for batch number j before 

the interchange, given by (7. 2), and ÆQ. . is the Q-deviation recalculated 

for batch number j in region number k. The sums are multiplied by a 

weight function w. for region number j . 

The "best" pair of batches j and k according to (7. 9) are interchanged, 

and the search for a new pair of batches to be interchanged i s initiated. Af

ter L batch interchanges, or when no further improvement is possible, the 

shuffling i s finished. 

It is seen from expressions (7.10a) that if the Q-deviation of a batch is 

balancing the average Q-deviation of the two neighbour batches, the cor

responding sum S becomes zero. This i s supposed to ue a "good fit". By 

minimizing (7. 9) it i s seen that the shuffling method searches for the two 

batches j and k which on being interchanged "improve" the fit more than 

any other pair of batches. 
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7. 3, 2. Results 

The results obtained by the three-region Q-deviations method a re given 

in table 10. All of the cases except case 37 are on-load cases . Cases num

ber 30 through 33 are with form factor minimization. Cases 34 through 36 

are of the burn-up optimization type with F = 1 • 40. It is seen by com

parison of case 30 with 31 that it is ra ther unimportant at form factor 

minimization whether the weight function w is made constant or given the 

distribution (d) that is shown below the table, whereas the form factors a re 

somewhat lower in case 35 with the distribution (d) than in case 34 with w= 1 

everywhere. This is the reason for using the distribution (d) in the r e 

maining on-load cases. Comparison between cases 31 through 33 leads to 

the conclusion that no significant deterioration occurs at form factor mini

mization when the number of batch interchanges per shuffling L i s de

creased from 10 to 3, whereas the increase in form factor i s serious at 

going from 3 to 1. At F =1 .40 the deterioration already occurs at L - 3. 

Finally, case number 37 shows that the method is inadequate for off-load 

purposes. 

Unfortunately the comparison of the results from the three-region Q-

deviations method with those from the sum of least squares of integrated 

Q-deviations method (tabLe 9) is rendered difficult, because no results had 

been obtained with the present method for L - 2. The need for such cases 

could not be foreseen as the method of section 7. 2 was the very last method 

developed,and time did not allow new runs with the other methods. The 

form factors from case 32 a re seen to be smaller than those of case 28. 

For case 36 the maximum form factors from eigenvalue calculation are 

higher than for case 29. As these results a re obtained for L = 3, the method 

of section 7. 2 seems to be preferable as regards the form factor. The dis

charge burn-ups only show small variation from one method to another. In 

the cases with F = 1.40 only the burn-ups of the two first cores are given, 

because the computations were stopped when just under 50 batches had been 

discharged. 

The computing time per cycle was (in seconds processor time) 2. 39, 

1. 71, and 1. 56 for L * 10, 3, and I respectively. 

7. 3. 3. Remarks on Variants of the Method 

Two variants of the method described in section 7.3,1 shall be briefly 

commented on here. In a version where the three-region expressions (7,10) 

for the sums S in (7. 9) were replaced by the single region expressions 
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S j i ' ' A^i ' ' S j . k = ' &®i k' ' e t c - ' ^ o f t e n b e c a m e higher than Q* in 
several adjoining regions, giving rise to high unwanted power peaks. It was 
consequently found necessary to use at least three regions in the evaluation 
of whether the fit of Q to Q* in a given region was good or bad. 

In another variant of the three-region method expressions (7.10) were 
replaced by 

and the analogous expressions. It appeared that this expression gave the 

two neighbour regions too high weight relative to region 3 itself. The form 

factors (from the eigenvalue calculation) generally became ten or twenty 

per cent higher than those in table 10. 

A possibility that has not been utilized in the SELMA 1 programme i s 

"putting back" of the batches shuffled, returning to the time of shuffling and 

trying again with another shuffling, if the form factor during the succeeding 

cycle exceeds a certain limit. If such a facility were introduced in com

bination with the fast shuffling methods, it should only be used to avoid the 

emergence of extraordinarily high form factors, like those found now and 

then in the core histories, especially in cases with few batches interchanged 

per shuffling. In this manner probably only a few "putting-back" operations 

would be required during the computation of a whole core history. 
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8. EXTERNAL DECISIONS 

In this chapter some ideas of how to approach the problems concerning 
the external decisions are outlined. This account does not pretend to solve 
this difficult problem, but a possible extension of the self-management 
method which might be of interest i s pointed out. The external decisions 
concern the number of regions N. • to be refuelled and the enrichment e. 
of the fresh fuel loaded into the reactor at cycle number j . Further the 
choice of the internal optimality condition is regarded as an external de
cision. The internal optimality condition i s given by the form factor limit 
F (which defines a specific ideal Q -distribution) together with the speci
fication of which of the fast shuffling methods we want to use. The optimum 

value of F „ should be determined, m 
The intention i s to separate the external decisions further in the fol

lowing way. For a given internal optimality condition (F ) we shall search 
for the sequence of decisions Dj, D2 , . . . D . giving minimum fuel cycle 
cost per energy unit. In this chapter the symbol D. denotes the external 
decisions N. . and e- only, in contradistinction to the notation in chapter 2 
and 3. The fuel cycle cost per energy unit is here defined as the costs of 
fuel and other variable costs per energy unit produced. 

8,1. Suggestion for Determination of a Near to Optimum Sequence 

The suggestion i s to develop a third computer programme to supplement 
the two other programmes IBU1 and SELMA 1. This third programme should 
be designed for the computation of a number of parallel core histories based 
on different sequences of external decisions D. , D«, . . . D. . Let us for the 
present suppose that the SELMA 1 programme was declared as a procedure 
in this new programme. Further the programme should include an economic 
model for the calculation of the fuel cost as a function of the decisions D, 
and the discharge burn-ups obtained from the SELMA 1 "procedure". Other 
variable costs could be computed by simple expressions. The real time 
should be related to the irradiation time (the time in SELMA 1) by means of 
a utilization factor and by taking into account the possible down-time for 
refuelling. On the basis of the real time and the rate of interest the fuel 
cycle costs should be reduced to the "present worth". The integrated power 
production should be calculated as being proportional to the irradiation time. 

If the fuel cycle cost of cycle number j is c. and the integrated power 
production is P-, we want to determine the sequence of decisions, D . , D«, 
. , . DT, which gi*-es 
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min J 2 — . (8.1) 

At each stage 3 decision D. i s supposed to be a choice among very few 

(fixed) values of the number N d of regions refuelled and of enrichments e 

(all of the N , fuel batches are getting equal enrichment). If, for example, 

there are two possible values of N d and three possible values of e, there 

are six possible decisions at stage number j for a given sequence D. , D , , 

. . . D- 1 - As the number of possible sequences r ises exponentially with 

stage number j (with the exponent six in the example), it i s necessary to 

exclude non-profitable sequences. The suggestion i s to retain at any stage 

a moderate number of most profitable, parallel sequences and drop the rest. 

The most profitable sequences at stage number j should be chosen according 

to 

(8.2) 

In this way we always follow the most powerful branches on the "dicision 

tree". Such exclusion of non-profitable sequences might of course theoreti

cally lead to exclusion of some sequences which at later stages would appear 

to be profitable, but in practice this i s thought to be very unlikely. 

The optimum value of F is supposed to be found parametrically. The 

most profitable sequence of decisions D. , D„, D . should be found for 

different values of F (different ideal Q-distributions). It in seen to be an 

indirect function of Fm- Further the fixed costs (mainly capital) are a func

tion of F . The optimum value of F should be determined as the value 

giving minimum unit energy cost, i. e. fixed and variable "present worth" 

costs over the whole life of the reactor, divided by the total energy pro

duced. 
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8. 2. Modification of the Fuel Management Procedure 

In the outline of the suggested programme the fuel management proce

dure was taken as the whole SELMA 1 programme in order to facilitate the 

exposition. However, there are good reasons to believe that SELMA 1 may 

be modified significantly for the present purpose in order to reduce the com

puting time. Since the power shape during the whole life of the reactor is 

kept very near to the ideal power shape p* it might appear to be a sufficient

ly good approximation to assume constant flux and power shapes, 9n = ?* 

a™* P " Pn> throughout the life of the reactor. <p* and D* are the distribu

tions corresponding to the ideal Q-distribution found by IBUl. In this manner 

the very time-consuming flux calculations by the eigenvalue method and the 

absorber power shaping method could be completely avoided. 

The shuffling method should be the minimum integrated Q-deviations 

method, which gave the best performance with power shapes very near to 

p*. The burn-up and discharge routines should be used unchanged. 

In SELMA 1 the determination of the cycle length was based on the 

critical control poison level C* (cf. section 3. 7). In the modified version 

this method must be replaced by another method. The method used for the 

prediction of the cycle time At based on the Q-level (cf. section 6.1.1), 

could also be used for the final determination of the cycle time in the modi

fied version. 

Of course a detailed testing of the modifications suggested should be 

made by means of the complete SELMA 1 programme in order to investigate 

the effects of the approximations. 

8. 3. Estimate of Computer Requirements 

The shuffling routine alone was previously found to use about 0. 3 

seconds processor time per cycle. On stripping the SELMA1 programme 

of the most time-consuming parts, the total computing time per cycle will 

presumably be brought down to roughly 0.5 seconds. The cost calculations 

are thought to be very fast. Suppose that the programme i s used in off-load 

simulation and that the number of cycles J » 20. Then it will be possible 

to calculate e. g. 1 00 branches on the "decision t ree" per cycle. In that 

case the total computing time will be about 0. 5 x 20 * 1 00 » 1 000 seconds 

processor time. The storage requirement will be rather small as only 2 N 

words are required for the storage of burn-up and enrichment of the fuel of 

N regions making 2 x 1 8 x 1 00 = 3600 words in the 18 region case. Further 

about the same space will be required for the storage of the 1 00 core 

histories Dj ^ D2 , . . . D». 
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9. SUMMARY AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

The core management problem was approached for a one-dimensional, 

one-group model. The multistage decision process was separated into in

ternal and external decisions by means of an internal optimality condition. 

This condition i s either (1) minimum power form factor or (2) maximum 

fuel burn-up with limited power form factor. Only the internal problem was 

treated. The external decisions regard the power form factor F at which 

the reactor i s wanted to be operated, the number of regions refuelled per 

cycle, and the enrichment of the reload fuel. In the approach to the internal 

decision problem these quantities are supposed to be given. 

The state of the fuel is described by the "net production cross section" 

Q. The first internal decision concerning the time of refuelling i s based on 

the critical control poison level. When the minimum poison level i s reached, 

the fuel with lowest Q i s exchanged for fresh fuel. The fuel shuffling i s per

formed as a synthesis of a "best fit" of the actual Q-distribution to an ideal 

Q-distribution, applied as a reference distribution. The ideal Q-distribution 

corresponding to a definite internal optimality condition specified t j F i ! 

determined at equilibrium core conditions. By means of the absorber power 

shaping routine the power shape is kept fairly constant during the whole 

cycle, the target power shape being the ideal power shape with form factor 

F . m 
Three different shuffling methods based on simple empirical fitting 

rules are described. All the shuffling decisions are exclusively based on 

the Q-distributions without support from flux calculations. The minimum 

integrated Q-deviations method i s clearly the most suitable method for off

load simulation. It shows very stable performance with form factors slight

ly higher than the ideal form factor, except in a single case where a power 

peak arises at the end-of-cycle, presumably because of the strong non-

linearity of Q as a function of irradiation for the natural uranium fuel of 

the specific reactor (BHWR 750 MWe) used in most of the test examples. 

The method has given promising results in a case with four enrichments in 

the initial core. Applied on the Yankee reactor the method gave the pure 

three-zone out-in scheme as a result. The method i s supposed to be un

suitable for smaller reactors. Despite the large number of fuel batches be

ing shuffled per cycle the method has been applied for on-load simulation 

for the BHWR, and it gave an 18% increase in discharge burn-up on going 

from minimum form factor to F « 1.50. At F = 1. 50 a discharge burn-
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up ratio a ) 1 was found. Only cost calculations can show which value of 
F m i s OP*1"10™- F o r a v e r v large reactor (BHWR 1165 MWe) the form 
factor was kept as stable as for the smaller reactor, and the discharge 
burn-up increased. 

The two other fast shuffling methods described are only suitable for on
load simulation. The number of fuel batches being shuffled per cycle can be 
limited, but as a consequence the form factors get larger than with the 
minimum integrated Q-deviations method. 

It has been found advantageous to apply the self-management method 
with optimization of the Q-distribution at the end-of-cycle under the definite 
assumption that the control absorbers were allowed to be used for power 
shaping. However, detailed power shaping is not possible in all reactors. 
If the control absorber distribution is required to be kept fixed, the ideal 
Q-distribution should be determined corresponding to start-of-cycle condi
tions and the shuffling rules applied on the start-of-cycle Q-distribution. 

Certainly a good deal of work is still required, but as a general conclu
sion the s elf-management method has proved suitable for use in one dimension 
and one energy group. The processor time used by the integrated Q-devi
ations method on the Burroughs B6500 computer was 0.3 seconds per cycle 
in a case with the number of regions N = 18. According to the expression 
•% N(N-l) for the number of trial interchanges the processor time per cycle 
in a case with N = 100 is estimated to be about 10 seconds. On the basis of 
these facts there seems to be good prospects for the method if developed in 
two-dimensional geometry. 
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APPENDIX 

We shall consider a two-region case with the net production cross sec
tions Q. in the inner and Q~ m m e outer region. The situation i s shown in 
the two-dimensional Q-space in fig. A1, where it i s assumed that the eigen
value varies linearly with the position (Q., Q-). Suppose we are at position 
A. According to the principles given in section 5. 2 we move a step from A 
in the direction of -grad J. Then the Q-distribution i s normalised, whereby 
we arrive at point B on the line K - 1. For simplicity it is assumed that the 
normalization move hits the line X = 1 exactly. The normalization moves 
the point in a direction 45° to the axes (equal changes of Q, and Q2). From 
B we move in the direction of -grad J at the point B and so on until we get 
to the forbidden region where F ) F (or until we reach one of the limits 
on Q). 

We want to show that this procedure leads to the point on the line X = 1 
where Q~ is minimum. This is done under the assumption 0 ( a ( 45 in 
accordance with the experience that the change of the eigenvalue is faster in 
direction Q. than in direction Q_ (cf. the remarks in section S. 2.1). Under 
this assumption it is seen that the point on X. - 1 where 5 = 7 (Qi * Qo) ^ 
minimum, is at the lower end of X. - 1. The aim therefore is to show that a 
step from point B in the direction of -grad J together with a normalization 
move 45 to the axes will lead to a point D below B. 

In fig. A2 the situation around point B is considered. In order to de
termine the direction of grad J the variation of 5 and XTT by a displace
ment q from B to B' in the direction 8 must be known. It is seen that the 
variation of Q~ is 

4Q- = £<«}, + aQ2) = ^q(sin 9 - cose) . (A. 1) 

The variation of XC is assumed to be proportional to the distance from 

the line X - I 

&XC = c s i n ( e - a ) . (A. 2) 

c is the proportionality constant. From J = Q - XC it is seen that 

4J - ^ q(sin 6 - cos9) - c sin( 6 - „). (A. 3) 
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Fig. A1. 
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The direction of -grad J is given by the value of 8, for which 

y = TT = Ir(sin8- c o s e ) - £ s i n ( e - a) (A.4) 

q & q 

is minimum. This value is found in the usual way. 

1 c 1 c 
y = ( w - — cos a) sin9 - ( w - — sina) cos © (A. 5) 
» • < i 

1 C 

cosa) cosG+ ( 7 sina) sin 9- 0 (A. 6) 7 - q 

1 c 

T 
Tj- - — cosa 

tge = . f—3—_ . (A. 7) 
2 q 

We do not know the value of —, but it is required by the neutron balance 
equation that any change in Q" is accompanied by a change in X of such a 
magnitude that AxC becomes almost equal to A^. The change of J results 
as a small quantity compared with A^ and AxU. For these reasons it is of 
special interest to find the direction of -grad J in the case ^ q • c. 

1 " . 

t g 9 = • ]-c°Ba . (A. 8) 
s 1-sina ' ' 

This equation has two solutions corresponding to the minimum and the maxi
mum of y. For the minimum value the variation of 9 with a in the interval 
0° ( a {45° according to (A. 8) is shown in fig. A3. 

The angle between the line X = 1 and the direction of -grad J i s a - 9 . 
It is seen that for small values of a, the angle a - 9 is small, and conse
quently the convergence is good. For a -* 45 we get (a - 9 ) •* 90 . The 
arrow BB, in fig. A2 indicates the direction of -grad J. Even though the 
convergence is bad for large values of a, point D in fig. A1 will always 
get to be below B, since 8 ) - 45°. 

In case c f i g , it can be shown that point O still gets below B. We 
shall consider the two limiting cases: 

tge - - 1 (A. 9) 
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y i s minimum for 8 » -45°. The direction of -grad J is indicated by BB, 
in fig. A2. 

3°. H — : 
— q 

tge - - cot o (A. io) 

y i s minimum for 9 = a + 90 . The direction of -grad J i s indicated by 

BB 3 in fig. A2. 

These results could have been seen directly as they correspond to J = Q 

in case 2°, and J = -XC" in case 3°. 

Case 3° seems to indicate that the definition of the object function J 

could have been avoided since a move in the direction of gradX, indicated 

by BBn, and the subsequent normalization move 45 to the axes also leads 

to a point on X = 1 below B. This suggests the use of the statistical weight 

(ref- 21) instead of grad J in (5.1 0a), cf. footnote in section 5. 2. 2. 
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Table 1 

BHWR 750 MWe (version 2). Main plant data 

Reactor thermal power 

Net electric output 

Average power density 

Core diameter 

Core height 

Radial reflector (to moderator tank) 

Axial reflector, top and bottom 

Number of fuel elements 

Number of refuelling channels 

Number of control rods 

Square lattice pitch 

Number of fuel rods per cluster 

Fuel enrichment 

Fuel pellet diameter 

Can thickness 

Shroud inner diameter 

Shroud thickness 

MWt 

MWe 

MW/TU 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

w / o U 2 3 5 

mm 

mm 

mm 

mm 

2450 

750 

21.85 

842.7 

442 

41.3 

100.5 

542 

2 

60 

30.4 

36 

0.712 

13.43 

0.55 

172.7 

1.2 
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Table 2 

Yankee Core I (FWR). Main plant data 

Nominal power output 

Average power density 

Average core diameter 

Active core height 

Number of fuel assemblies 

Number of fuel rods 

Fuel rod pitch 

Fuel rod outside diameter 

Fuel rod stainless-steel cladding thickness 

Fuel pellet diameter 

Fuel enrichment 

Number of Ag-In-Cd control rods 

Number of Zr shims 

Average power density 

MWt 

MW/TU 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

w / o u 2 3 5 

MW/TU 

392 

18.75 

190.75 

233.40 

76 

23142 

1.0719 

0. 8636 

0. 0533 

0.7468 

3.4 

24 

8 

18.75 



Table 3 

BHWR 750 MWe. Results from direct shuffling optimization 

Search technique 

Case No. 

Nc. of batch discharges per cycle N , 

No. of initial core enrichments 

Max. no. of batch interchanges L 

Discharge condition TT.(10~ cm" ) 

F o r m factor aim F , 
m 

R
ad

ia
l 

po
w

er
 f

or
m

 
fa

ct
o

r 

Max. initial transient 

(power shaping) 

V u o o 
S 

a 
'1 
w 

D
is

ch
ar

g
e 

b
u

rn
-u

p 
(M

W
D

/T
U

) 

S« C 
ft, .H 
> B. 
S ol 
O J3 

Average 

Max. 
Max. end-of-cycle 

Average 

Max. 

Max. for single batch 
Core number 1, average 
Core number 2, average 
Equilibrium, average 

Many t r ia l interchanges 

1 

1 

1 

5 
3 

Min. 

1. 25 

1.18 
1.24 
1.15 

1.10 

1.14 

9640 
7414 

2 

1 
1 
5 
3 

1 .25 

1.29 

1.27 
1.31 
1.26 

1.24 

1. 29 

9580 

8103 

3 

1 
1 
5 
3 

1.50 

1. 64 

1.52 
1.70 
1. 50 

1. 55 

1 . 59 

9920 

8697 

4 

6 

1 
10 

0 

Min. 

1. 70 

1.35 
1.83 
1.24 

1.12 

1.24 

9805 

7076 

7580 

7839 

5 

6 

4 

10 

0 

Min. 

1. 23 

1.30 a ) 

1 . 7ba> 

1.23a> 

T.13a> 
1. 2 3 a ' 

9514 
6085b ' 

B 

6 

2 

10 

0 

1 . 50 

1 . 63 

1.58 

2.11 

1.50 

1 . 55 

1. 70 

10231 

6593b ' 

8081 b* 

8357 

Few tr ial interchanges 

7 

r 
i 

5 

3 

Mill. 

1.26 

1.19 

1.27 

1.20 

1.11 

1.15 

9885 
7470 
8153 

8 

1 
1 
1 
3 

Min. 

1. 23 

1.25 
1.37 
1.37 

1.15 

1.24 

9381 
7467 
8359 

9 

1 
1 
5 
3 

1.50 

1. 77 

1.50 
1.61 
1.50 

1 . 56 

1. 60 

10165 
8763 
9307 

10 

1 
1 
1 
3 

1 . 50 

1. 91 

1.51 
1.56 
1.50 

1 . 60 

1 . 68 

104 53 
8834 
9088 

initial core values 
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Table 4 

BHWR 750 MWe. Results by fixed shuffling schemes 

Refuelling method 

Case No. 

Discharge condition Cj(10~ cm" ) 

R
ad

ia
l p

o
w

er
 f

o
rm

 f
ac

 to
i 

Max. initial transient 

(power flattening) 

6 
3 
U 
XI 
•a 
O* o 
W O 

D
is

ch
ar

g
e 

b
u

rn
-u

p 
(M

W
D

/T
U

) 

i 

bo 3 
ri * 

» g1 

^ -̂  a ° * S 
P. C 2 

Average 

Max. 

Average 

Max. 

Max. for single batch 

Core number 1, average 

Core number 2, average 

Equilibrium, average 

3-zone 

out-in 

11 

0 

1.70 

1.31 

1.33 

1.16 

1.29 

8823 

6970 

7584 

7825 

Mixed 
scat ter 
loading 

12 

T 

1. 70 

1.40 

1. 80 

1.13 

1.27 

9197 

6976 

7408 

7572 

1 8-zone 

in-out 

13 

3 

6. 03 x 

5.93 

6.03 

12065 

6130 

9300 

9325 

No power flattening 

Refuelling schemes 

Region No. 

3-zone out-in 

Mixed scat ter loading 

(2 schemes applied 

alternately) 

1 8-zone in-out 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

gets fuel from region no. (0 indicates fresh fuel) 

7 

13 

0 

8 

13 

1 

9 

14 

2 

10 

14 

3 

11 

15 

4 

12 

15 

5 

13 

»6 

6 

14 

16 

7 

15 

17 

8 

16 

17 

9 

17 

18 

10 

18 

18 

11 

0 

0 

0 

12 

0 

0 

0 

13 

0 

0 

0 

14 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

0 

0 

16 

0 

0 

0 

17 



Table 5 

BHWR 750 MWe. Results obtained by the minimum integrated Q-deviations method 

C a s e No. 

No. of batch d i s c h a r g e s p e r c y c l e N , 

No. of in i t i a l c o r e e n r i c h m e n t s 

D i s c h a r g e condit ion ^ , ( 1 0 ~ c m " ) 

No. of c o n t r o l m e s h e s 

Ideal p o w e r f o r m factor F 

u 
o « 

s 
u a 
u 
V 
o 
CL 

'i 

Max. in i t ia l t r a n s i e n t 

(power shaping) 

u 
0 
Q 

a 
'u 
r2 

1 

D
is

c
h
a
rg

e
 

b
u

rn
-u

p
 

(M
W

D
/T

U
) 

1 

8 3 
.5? i3 

A v e r a g e 

Max. 

Max. e n d - o f - c y c l e 

A v e r a g e 

Max. 

Max. for s i n g l e batch 

C o r e number 1, a v e r a g e 

C o r e number 2, a v e r a g e 

Equ i l ibr ium, a v e r a g e 

a 

14 

1 

1 

3 

22 

1 . 0 8 

1 . 2 3 

1 . 1 4 

1 . 2 0 

1 . 1 4 

1 . 0 9 

1 . 0 9 

9223 

7207 

7899 

8124 

0 . 8 6 

15 

1 

1 

3 

22 

1. 20 

1. 29 

1 . 2 8 

1.31 

1 .26 

1. 22 

1. 22 

9735 

8072 

8994 

9046 

0. 96 

16 

1 

1 

3 

22 

1 . 4 0 

1. 52 

1 . 5 2 

1 . 5 8 

1 . 4 8 

1 . 4 2 

1 . 4 2 

10035 

8442 

9496 

9464 

1 . 0 0 

17 

1 

1 

3 

22 

1. 50 

1. 64 

1.61 

1 .66 

1 .56 

1. 52 

1 .52 

10038 

8572 

9616 

9623 

1 . 0 2 

18 

6 

1 

0 

22 

1. 07 

1 . 70 

1 . 3 5 

1 . 5 3 

1 . 1 4 

1 . 1 0 

1 . 1 4 

9368 

7053 

7416 

7580 

0 . 7 2 

19 

6 

4 

0 

22 

1. 07 

1 . 1 8 

1 . 3 5 a ) 

1. 5Sa> 

1.1 8a> 

1 .11 a > 

1.1 8a> 

8858 

5986 b * 

7496b> 

7580 

0 . 7 2 

20 

6 

1 

0 

22 

1 . 50 

1. 68 

1 . 8 6 

2 .11 

1.71 

1 . 5 4 

1.71 

8798 

7414 

8282 

82 7C 

0 . 7 8 

21 

1 

1 

3 

3 

1. 07 

1. 30 

1 . 1 3 

1 . 1 9 

1 . 1 5 

1 . 1 2 

1 .16 

9376 

7079 

7848 

7945 

0 . 8 4 

22 

6 

1 

0 

3 

1. 07 

2 . 09 

1 . 3 " 

1 . 5 9 

1. 20 

1 . 1 5 

1. 20 

9208 

7184 

7413 

7558 

0 .71 

l* initial core values 

•i—,!-*-«! mt-Maimn ^ 



Refuelling schemes for equilibrium core found by the minimum integrated Q-deviations method 

Case 

No. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Cycl ic f r o m 

cycle No. 

( i f cycl ic) 

81 s t i l l non-

cyclic (last 3 

shufflings given) 

27 

61 

(bi -cycl ic) 

50 

(quadro-cyclic) 

10 

8 

10 s t i l l non-
cyclic (last 
shuffling given) 

Region No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

gets fuel f rom region No. 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 1 * 

1 1 * 

9 

5 

3 

1 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

13 

13 

0 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9 X 

9 * 

8 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

6 

6 

6 

6 

14 

14 

0 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

CO
 

C
O

 
tt 

C
O

 

8 * 

8 * 

7 * 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

7 

7 

7 

7 

15 

15 

0 

9 

9 

9 

9 

8 

8 

9 

g 

g 

g 

6 * 

6 * 

0 

6 

6 

6 

6 

10 

10 

0 

0 

0 

0 

16 

16 

0 

12 

12 

12 

10 

0 

0 

10 

10 

10 

10 

17 

17 

0 

8 X 

8 X 

8 X 

12 

11 

11 

00
 

00
 

00
 

00
 

4 X 

4 X 

6 

0 

18 

0 

9 

9 

1 7 x 

1 7 x 

1 7 x 

17 X 

18 

18 

2 

14 

13 

13 

14 

14 x 

18 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2 X 

2 X 

18 

15 

11 

14 

11 

6 

6 

12 

12 

12 

12 

0 

0 

1 1 X 

0 

17 

0 

13 

18 

16 

13 

13 

13 

13 

0 

0 

1 2 x 

18 

14 

16 

16 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

0 

0 

1 0 x 

17 

18 

15 

18 

13 

15 

18 

15 

15 

0 

0 

1 X 

16 

15 

1 5 x 

16 

12X 

16 

16 

18 

18 

0 

0 

3 X 

13 

16 

11 

8 

17 

13 

15 

16 

15 

0 

0 

4 

x discharged regions. 0 fresh fuel. - unchanged. 
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Table 7 

BHWR 1165 MWe (28 regions). Results obtained by the minimum integrated 
Q-deviations method. On-load (N, = 1, C . = 3 x 10 cm ) 

Case No. 

Ideal power form factor F m 

R
ad

ia
l 

p
ow

er
 f

or
m

 f
ac

to
r Max. initial transient 

(power shaping) 

E
q

u
il

ib
ri

u
m

 c
or

e 

D
is

ch
ar

ge
 b

u
rn

-
up

 (
M

W
D

/T
U

) 

E
ig

en


va
lu

e 
P

ow
er

 
sh

ap
in

g 

Average 

Max. 

Max. end-of-cycle 

Average 

Max. 

Max. for single batch 

Core number 1, average 

Core number 2, average 

Equilibrium, average 

a 

23 

1.07 

1.20 

1.14 

1.19 

1.15 

1.08 

1.09 

10017 

7670 

8516 

8728 

0.93 

24 

1.40 

1.49 

1.57 

1.65 

1.50 

1.43 

1.43 

10540 

9047 

9980 

^ 1.06 
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Table 8 

Yankee 392 MWe PWR. Results obtained by the minimum integrated 

Q-deviations method and three-zone out-in. Off-load (N. = 6, C*d = 0) 

Case No. 

Shuffling method 

Ideal power form factor (Min.) 

R
ad

ia
l 

p
o
w

er
 f

o
rm

 f
ac

to
r Max. initial transient 

(power flattening) 

E
q

u
il

ib
ri

u
m

 c
o

re
 

D
is

ch
ar

g
e 

b
u

rn
-u

p
 

(M
W

D
/T

U
) 

E
ig

en


v
al

u
e 

P
o
w

er
 

fl
a
t

te
n
in

g
 

Average 

Max. 

Max. end-of-cycle 

Average 

Max. 

Max. for single batch 

Core number 1, average 

Core number 2, average 

Equilibrium, average 

25 

Min. integr, A Q 

1.35 

1.88 

1.42 

1.44 

1.41 

1.29 

1.41 

11322 

9024 

9051 

9110 

26 

Three-zone out-in 

2.10* 

1.38 

1.42 

1.36 

11131 

9097 

9264 

9280 

" No power flattening 
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Table 9 

BHWR 750 MWe. Results obtained by the sum of least squares of integrated 

Q-deviations method. On-load simulation (N. = 1, C"d = 3 x 10~ cm' ) 

Case No. 

Form factor aim F „ m 
a) Weight function w 

R
ad

ia
l 

p
ow

er
 f

or
m

 f
ac

to
r Max. initial transient 

(power shaping) 

K
qu

iU
br

iu
m

 c
o

re
 

D
is

ch
ar

ge
 

b
u

rn
-u

p
 

E
ig

en


va
lu

e 

P
ow

er
 

sh
ap

in
g 

Average 

Max. 

Max. end-of-cycle 

Average 

Max. 

iilax. for single batch 

Core number 1, average 

Core number 2, average 

Equilibrium, average 

27 

1.08 

1 

1.23 

1.21 

1.41 

1.35 

1.10 

1.13 

9446 

7302 

7938 

8186 

28 

1.08 

d 

1.23 

1.21 

1.37 

1.29 

1.10 

1.13 

9541 

7318 

7971 

8213 

29 

1.40 

d 

2.46 

1.60 

1.81 

1.71 

1.44 

1.49 

10286 

8793 

9578 

w i s either I for all regions (1) or has the distribution (d): 

Region No. 

w 

1 

30 

2 

15 

3 

8 

4 

5 

5 

4 

6 

4 

7 

3 

8 

3 

9 

3 

10 

3 

11 

3 

12 

3 

13 

3 

14 

3 

15 

2 

16 

-

17 

1 

18 

1 



BHWK 750 MWe. Results obtained by the three-region Q-deviations method 

Case No. 

No. of batch discharges per cycle N. 
Max. No. of batch interchanges L 
Discharge condition C*d (10" cm" ) 

Form factor aim F _ 
a"P Weight function w ' 

R
ad

ia
l 

p
ow

er
 f

or
m

 f
ac

to
r 

1/ 

(I 
V 
Li 
O 
U 

s 
1 
a 
§• w 

D
is

ch
ar

ge
 

b
u

rn
-u

p
 

(M
W

D
/T

U
) 

lax. initial transient 
rawer shaping) 

V g 
tUA 

as 
-3 
Sk Oé 

0« n 

Average 
Max. 
Max. end-of-cycle 

Average 
Max. 

Max. for single batch 
Core number 1, average 
Core number 2, average 
Equilibrium, average 

30 

1 

10 
3 

1.08 

1 

1. 23 

1.17 
1.28 
1.23 

1. 09 
1.10 

9256 
7238 
7943 
8130 

31 

1 

10 
3 

1.08 

d 

1.23 

1.17 
1.29 
1.23 

1.09 
1.10 

9340 
7268 
7910 
8120 

32 

1 

3 

3 

1.08 

d 

1.23 

1.19 
1.26 
1.26 

1.10 

1.13 

9442 
7325 
8120 
8287 

33 

1 

1 

3 

1.08 

d 

1.27 

1.35 
1.83 
1.75 

1.15 
1.28 

9883 
7426 
8160 
8492 

34 

1 

10 
3 

1.40 

1 

1. 52 

1. 55 
1.71 
1.59 

1.43 
1.44 

9783 

8499 

9472 

35 

1 

10 
3 

1.40 

d 

1.55 

1.52 
1.63 
1.54 

1.44 

1.47 

10264 

8510 

9479 

36 

1 

3 

3 

1.40 

d 

1.71 

1.60 
1.97 
1.75 

1.44 
1.47 

9918 
8736 
9326 

37 

6 

30 
0 

1.07 

1 

2.04 

1.42 
2.29 
1.61 

1.12 
1.61 

9445 
7009 
7455 
7630 

w is either 1 for all regions (1) or has the distribution (d): 

Region No. 

w 

1 

16 

2 

9 

3 

7 

4 

5 

5 

4 

6 

4 

7 

3 

8 

3 

9 

3 

10 

3 

11 

3 

12 

3 

13 

3 

14 

3 

15 

2 

16 

2 

17 

1 

18 

1 
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Fig. I. Reactor life regarded as a multistage decision process. 

O Fuel element 
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Reflector 

Moderator tank 
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Fig . 2 . BHWR 75a MW. C o r e configuration and fuel region partitioning. 
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Enrichment C/.U235) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Burn-up(1000MWD/TU) 

Pig. 3. BHWR 750 MW. Net production c r o u »ection Q v«. burn-up for 
different enrichment«. 
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Burn-up(1000MWD/TU) 
Fig . 4. BHWR 750 MW. F i s s ion c r o s s sect ion * f and diffusion coeff ic ient 

D v s . burn-up for nat. U. 
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1 

0 

• ' i l 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 

> V 

^ N . 

^ > 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Burn-up{1000MWD/TU) 
Fig. 5. Yankee, 3.4%U . Net production cross section Q vs. burn-up. 
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Reactor data • 
Initial cored,., e,,)« 
Bum-up tables • 
Q « up« p» c" 

N„ batches with 
smallest Q discharged 

Fresh fuel loaded) 

Prediction of 
cycle time Al, 

Fuel Shuffling] 

Fig. 6. Generalized flow diagram of SELMA 1 -



Fig. 7. Mesh description. 

f 
i ii in w 

3— -C 
ix vm 

_D_ J2. 

<4 '5 

vn vi 

_n_ 

V X XI xn xnr 

*-6 

n Mesh No. 

Vig. 8. Illustration of flux calculation In power shaping routine. 
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C = 1 in control meshes and 0 in other meshes 
Fnpoints identical with control meshpoints. 

Direct flux solution: 
<psp"/Xf in the fixpoints of domains in which 
C:>0 in the control mesh. 
*P of the remaining meshes is found from the 
difference equations of all the meshes in which C=0. 

I Power distribution calculation, p = E,tp | 

New C - values calculated by the difference equations tor 
control meshes in which the old C>0 

Search for new fixpoints 
in each domain the fixpoint 
is chosen as the meshpoint 
with relative max of(p-p') 

IF C*G in the control 
mesh of any domain 
having max (p-p*)> 0, 
put C si 

J 

Normalization of the 
converged flux and 
power density tf stnbutions; 

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the power shaping routine. 
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Fig. 10, Power distributions p and control poison cross sections C ob
tained from traditional eigenvalue calculations and absorber power flattening. 
Both fine and coarse mesh representaUon of the core. 
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T 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 — 

- Eigenvalue calculation, F=1.740 

Power flattening, F= 1.K2 

. * 

I 
L m 

\ 

Burn-up 

Eigenvalue calc. -

Power flattening 

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 K 15 16 17 18 
Region number 

n , m | KM- Domain number 

Fig . M - Power distributions p and control poison cross sections C from 

eigenvalue calculation and absorber power flattening. 
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p (Eigenvalue calculation), Fs 2.110 

p (Power shaping), Fs 1.509 

p* . F= 1.500 

^ 

Burn-up 

1- 6 

i » 5 

i O 

§ 3 

2 

C (Power shaping) 

-C(Eigenvalue calculation) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 K 15 16 17 18 
Region number 

Fig. 12, Power duitributions p and control poison cros« ••etion« C from 
eigenvalue calculation and absorber power shaping. Target power p*. 
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"1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- -i 1 1 r 

K- 0 = 0" 

% 

F = 1.082 

_i i i i_ - i i i i J i i i_ 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 K 15 16 17 18 

Region number 

Pig. 13. Ideal Q-dietribution with flat power shape p. Upper limit Q™ 
reached in unOattened part. Uniform control poison distribution C. 
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Region number 

Fig-. 14. Ideal Q-dlstribution with Oat powar p for the control poiaon C 
restricted to thraa meahea. 
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— • t ime 

Fig. 15. Oevelopment of eigenvalue with time. 

p, 0, grad J 
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i - • . — i — ; — i , : . — n i JJfc i „—i i ^- n 
1 2 3 4 ' 5 _ ! 6 7 ' 8 9 10 11 12 

T 
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—i 

Fig. 16. Illustration of iteration rtep number k In the aearch for the ideal 
Q-distribution giving maximum diacharge burn-up. 
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Pig. 17. Ideal q-dlatributlon tor maiimum burn-up and form factor limit 
1. 50. Uniform control poison diatrlbution C. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison of Q-dletributJon obtained by shuffling and the ideal 
Q-diatribution Q*. Q-diatribution and power distribution p at the end of 
last cycle in Og. I». 
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of last cycle in fig. 21. 
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Fig. 24. Comparison of Q-diatribution obtained by shuffling and the ideal 

Q-distribution Q*. Q-distribution and power distribution p at the end of 

last cycle in fig. 23. 
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Fig. 26. Initial core r.'story with minimum form factor F. Off-load 
simulation. 4 enriehbients at start-of-life. Direct shuffling optimisation. 
10 batch intorc!.; -- jes/cycle. 
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Fig. 27. Comparison of Q-distribution obtained by shufZUnf. and the ideal 
Q-distribution Q°. Q-distribution and power distribution p at the end of 
first cycle in fig. 26 (4 enrichments). 
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Fig. 29. Core history with minimum form factor F. On-load simulation. 
Direct shuffling optimization with few trial interchanges. 5 batch 
interchanges/cycle. 
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Fig. 30. Core history with maximum fuel burn-up and limited form factor 
( F m • 1.50). On-load simulation. Direct shuffling optimization with few 
trial interchanges. 5 batch interchanges/cycle. 
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Fig. 31. Form factor hiatories obtained by the minimum integrated Q-
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Fig. 32. Diecharge bunt-up hlatoriea obtain«! by the minimum integrated 
Q-deviationa method. Three curve« correapond to flg. 31. 
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Fif. 33. Q-diatribntion at tnd-of-cycle with minimum integrated Q-deviation*. 
Power dlitribntion p approximating p* with minimum form factor. 
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Fig. 34. Core history with minimum form fmctor F, obtained by the 
minimum integrated Q-devlationa method. Off-load simulation. 
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Fig. 37. On-load burn-up spectra. 
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Fig. 38. Off-load burn-up apectra. 
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Fig. 39. Ideal Q-distribution with minimum power form (actor F (or the 
Yankee reactor. No control poison. Power distribution p unflattcned in 
regions where the upper limit <JU is reached. 
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